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A FUNCTIONAL STUDY OF THE KERSHAW HOUSE SITE
IN CAMDEN, SOUTH CAROLINA
(RESEARCH MANUSCRIPT SERIES NUMBER 110)
by Kenneth E. Lewis
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For five years archeological investigations were carried out at
the presumed site of the Kershaw house, an eighteenth century structure
that was situated just east of the colonial town of Camden, South
Carolina. This work was carried out under the auspices of the
Camden Historical Commission with grants received from various individuals
and funding agencies. It resulted in the complete excavation of a
fairly extensive area containing the remains of several structures and
generated an enormous collection of artifacts. Despite the publication
of several preliminary reports and articles (Calmes 1968; Strickland
1971, 1976), no comprehensive study has been written covering any
portion of this research. Subsequent excavations were carried out at
this location in the fall of 1974 preparatory to the reconstruction
of a palisade wall and have been reported separately (Lewis 1975a).
With the exception of the investigation of two deep wells, this project
brought to a close archeological work at the Kershaw house. This
report will attempt to review all archeological research associated
with the Kershaw house prior to 1974. It will summarize the excavations
and analyze the cultural features and materials in order to answer
broad questions concerning the form and function of the historic
occupation there.
Archeological excavations at the Kershaw house site were conducted
to locate and identify the principal structure and its outbuildings
to define the spatial limit$ of the eighteenth century occupation
associated with the household (Calmes 1968: 15; Strickland 1971: 66).
The information gathered as a result of this work was intended to aid
in the interpretation of the site and in the reconstruction of selected
features on it. Within the framework of these descriptive goals it
is possible to pose questions regarding other aspects of the Kershaw
house as a cultural entity. This structure, as the residence of a
prominent individual on the colonial South Carolina frontier, may be
expected to have functioned in certain ways relative to the community
and the region within which it was situated. The content and pattern
of the archeological record should, in turn, reflect these relationships.
Drawing an analogy based upon documentary, ethnographic, and archeological
sources, it should be possible to construct and examine postulates
concerning the function of this structure and those activities
associated with it. In this manner it will be possible to study the
Kershaw house not only as an architectural entity but, moreover, as a
geographical focus of social, economic, and political activities that
relate to and must be understood in the larger context of the frontier
sociocultural system within which it existed.
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING
The site of the Kershaw house is on Magazine Hill in the southern
portion of the present city of Camden, South Carolina. This site lies
east of Market Street and south of Bull Street on the east side of a
line drawn southward from the intersection of Bull and Lyttleton
Streets (Fig. 1). Magazine Hill forms a portion of the Wateree River
terrace lying just above the floodplain of Pine Tree Creek near its
confluence with the Wateree.
The eighteenth century vegetation of the Magazine Hill area is
revealed by a 1734 survey plat of Fredericksburg Township, an early
geographical unit that included the future site of Camden (Fig. 2).
This plat indicates that hardwoods, primarily water oak and sycamore,
are associated with the Wateree River floodplain, while pines
are prevalent above the terrace (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 10, Fig.
1). It is likely that the oak-hickory-pine mixed forest characteristic
of much of the South Carolina Piedmont and Coastal Plain (KUchler 1964)
extended as far inland as the river terrace while the pines, presumably
representing a fire climax situation (Oosting 1956: 289-290; Shelford
1963: ' 86), occupied the drier soils of the Sand Hills above the terrace
(Craddock and Ellerbe 1966; Frothingham and Nelson 1944: 21).
The suitability of the soils to agriculture is witnessed by the
fact that for at least the last century, Magazine Hill has been under
cultivation (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 277). It was planted in cotton
at the time of the earliest archeological investigations in 1967 and
is presently in grass. There is no evidence of a recent occupation of
this area apart from two small frame structures situated just south of
Bull Street. Although associated with the farming activities on
Magazine Hill"these structures lay well outside the immediate vicinity
of the Kershaw house site.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
In order to properly discuss the historical background of the
Kershaw house, it is necessary to first review the development of Camden,
South Carolina, the settlement in which it was constructed. At the
beginning of the eighteenth century, settlement in the young colony
was confined to the coastal area and its economy, based on plantation
agriculture, centered around the port of Charleston (Sellers 1934: 5).
In addition to serving as the economic and political nucleus of the
colony, Charleston also formed the hub of the Indian trade network
in the Southeast (Crane 1956: 108).
The inland expansion of the colony began in the 1730's, at which
time a series of townships was surveyed to encourage the settlement
of frontier lands adjacent to the major rivers linking the Piedmont
to the coast. Fredericksburg Township on the Wateree River, like many
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Camden, plan of the modern
city with eighteenth century
features superimposed
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Fredericksburg Township in

1734.
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of the others, was not immediately occupied. It was not until the
following decade that settlement began in Fredericksburg with the influx
of Irish Quakers who established plantations along the Wateree River
near its confluence with Pine Tree Creek. They built a meeting house
on the Catawba Path, a major land artery linking Charleston to the
upper Wateree drainage (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 9-10).
In the subsequent period, population in Fredericksburg increased
and a single settlement there began to take on an economic role as a
focus of agricultural activity. This transformation involved the
establishment of saw and grist mills, warehouses, an inn and a store
(Schultz 1972: 16). This development was clearly associated with
the settlement's rise as an inland trading center funnelling such
locally-produced commodities as flour, butter, cheese, hemp, flax,
and flax seed to Charleston. By 1760 the Fredericksburg settlement,
now called Pine Tree Hill (Mills 1972: 586), was a major transshipment
point for goods moving into the interior from Charleston, as well as
for backcountry wheat destined for coastal or overseas markets
(Ernst and Merrens 1973: 561-562). The following decade saw Pine
Tree Hill grow as an inland center for redistribution of goods and
small scale industrial activities, surpassing other such settlements
on the South Carolina frontier (Schulz 1972: 23; Mills 1972: 589).
In 1768 Pine Tree Hill was renamed Camden (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 94).
The development of Pine Tree Hill and later Camden as a multifunction
center is closely tied with the activities of Joseph Kershaw who came
there in 1758 as an agent of the Charleston firm of Ancrum, Lance, and
Loocock to establish a store and mill. Kershaw's business ventures
enjoyed great success and soon his firm had opened stores at the heads
of navigation of the Congaree and Pee Dee Rivers (Sellers 1934: 89).
Kershaw also engaged in extensive land dealing involving plantations,
commercial property in Pine Tree Hill, and lots in Charleston
(Schulz 1972: 33-34). By the time of the American Revolution
his central position in the commercial .system of the frontier had
allowed him to accumulate great wealth (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 377).
In the 1770's Joseph Kershaw erected a large frame house as a
residence for his family in Camden. It was constructed on the east
side of Lyttleton Street on a parcel of 14 lots (587-600), 12 of which
were purchased by Kershaw in 1776 and 1777. Because the property
had previously belonged to Kershaw and his business associates,
however, it is uncertain if ~he date of the transfer actually preceded
the beginning of construction (National Heritage Corporation 1976: 15).
Kirkland and Kennedy (1905: 274) describe the house as " ..• a large,
and, for the times, very elegant mansion of many rooms and passages,
three stories high with spacious attics." Although the house contained
only two and one-half stories it rested on an "English basement" at
ground level. This basement would have raised the first story one
floor off of the ground and thus created the illusion of an extra story.
A painting made of the building in the early nineteenth century shows
it to have been a square, five bay structure with a hipped roof. Its
facade was set off by a two-stage pedimented portico (Fig. 3).
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FIGURE 3:

Early nineteenth century painting of the Kershaw house.

The interior plan of the house is impossible to ascertain precisely
on the basis of exterior views alone~ however, a nineteenth century
account describes the house as being characterized by "long halls"
with "doors opening right and left" (Unnamed Newspaper 1912). This
suggestion of a central hallway together with the position of the
chimneys in the center of each side of the structure indicates a
plan of the "Lowland South plantation" type (Newton 1971: 12).
Houses with this plan are characterized by a wide central hallway
running from the front of the house to the back with a stairway near
the rear. Two large rooms open from either side of the hallway, and
the fireplaces, with their accompanying chimneys, are positioned in
the center of the longitudinal wall dividing each pair of rooms (see
Fig. 20). This plan is essentially that of the "square house"
developed in Britain after the middle of the seventeenth century
(Braun 1973: 89) and is typical of many Georgian mansions built in North
America during the second half of the eighteenth century (Waterman 1945:
166; Noel Hume 1969: 127). It persisted, with minor variation, until
about 1830 (Kelly 1963: 17). The exterior of the Kershaw house
appears to have been painted white, for it is described as "the great
white house" in an early document (CCD/May 5, 1786/T-5: 120). Kirkland
and Kennedy (1905: 274) state that the grounds around the house were
landscaped with "tall poplars and other handsome trees and shrubs";
however, it is uncertain if this had been accomplished before 1780.
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A comparison of the Kershaw house with contemporary structures
reveals a strong similarity between it and the William Washington
house situated on South Battery and Church Streets in Charleston (Henry
Boykin, personal communication). This house was built by Thomas
Savage about 1768, at least several years prior to the construction of
Joseph Kershaw's house in Camden. It is a large, square, "double"
house of frame construction, with piazzas in front and rear, standing
atop a brick basement (Huger Smith and Huger Smith 1917: 190). Another
Charleston house of similar appearance is the Miles Brewton house at
27 King St~eet, built about 1765. It is nearly identical to the
William Washington house in size and form, however, it is of brick
rather than frame construction (Huger Smith and Huger Smith 1917: 93).
Given the social and economic ties Kershaw maintained with Charleston
together with the central cultural role that city played as entrepot
to the frontier, it would not seem incongruous for him to have chosen
a Charleston house as the prototype for his frontier mansion.
The American Revolution came to South Carolina in force in 1780
with the British capture of Charleston in May. During the following
month, detachments were dispatched into the interior to secure the
frontier settlements and establish centers of supply and communications
in support of the impending invasion of North Carolina (Tarleton 1967:
86). Those settlements that served as key positions in the network of
frontier communications were occupied and fortified. They included
Camden, Ninety Six, and Augusta (Lee 1969: 164).
Joseph Kershaw's still unfinished house stood outside of the
contiguous settlement of Camden.
British commander, Lieutenant
General Lord Charles Cornwallis, took possession of the house as
his headquarters and separately fortified it with a palisade wall
containing two bastions. Although he later relinquished his command
to Colonel Lord Francis Rawdon, the name Cornwallis became attached to
the structure and it is often referred to as the Cornwallis house
(Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 274). The fortified Kershaw house formed
a link in the string of redoubts and other fortified positions
surrounding the palisaded town as illustrated in Figure 4, a map of
the fortifications at Camden as they existed in 1781 (Greene to
Continental Congress, May 12, l78l/GP/155/II:16l). The plan shows
two structures enclosed by the Kershaw house palisade, the house itself
and what appears to be a smaller outbuilding situated to its rear and
slightly to one side.

The

Although never under direct attack itself, Camden was twice approached
by American armies and two major military engagements were fought nearby.
Following the Battle of Hobkirk Hill in April 1781, and the subsequent capture of Fort Watson, a crucial link in the supply line to
Charleston, the British found their position at Camden untenable.
They burned the public buildings, many private houses, and much of their
own supplies and retreated down the Santee River toward the coast (Ramsay
1968/11: 247). The Kershaw house escaped the conflagration, however,
and appears to have been one of the few structures remaining in Camden
at the end of 1781 (Clark 1956/1/#236: 32).
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The Greene Map of Camden and its fortifications, 1781.

Following the British withdrawal the house was soon reoccupied by
the Kershaw family (MD, May 31, 1781) who had been forced to retire to
a family plantation in the vicinity during Camden's occupation (Mathis
1819: 14). Joseph Kershaw, who had been imprisoned by the British in
Bermuda, returned at the end of the war (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905:
278). It is probable that the palisade wall around the house was
removed at this time for an attempt was made both by the retreating
British (Rawdon to Cornwallis, May 24, l78l/CW/30/ll: 66) and the
advancing Americans (Greene to Continental Congress, May 14, 1781/
GP/155/II: 59) to dismantle the fortifications at Camden.
After the Revolution the house remained in the Kershaw family
only a short time. Joseph Kershaw had suffered great financial losses
as a result of the war and in 1786 he was forced to mortgage his house
and the lots upon which it stood (CCD/May 5, l786/T-5: 120). Kershaw
died in 1791 and the house was sold at auction shortly thereafter.
The Camden Orphan Society came into possesson of the property in 1805
(COS, Records/June 22, July 4, 1805) and used the mansion as an orphan
house, school, and Society meeting rooms (COS, Records/Sept. 11, 1811)
until at least 1822 (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 278).
In 1830 Mrs. Anne Royall (1831: 41) passed through Camden on a
tour of the South and found the building
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••. fresh and entire, with the very same weather-boarding on
it, and astonishing to tell instead of being dark or decayed
was fair and whitish; the portico had been repaired and
people were living in it. This house, the property of
Mrs. English, is on the borders of the town ...•
By this time the original site of the old town of Camden had been almost
completely abandoned as settlement moved northward to the higher ground
above the river terrace where the present-day Camden stands. Writing
in 1853, Mrs. Margaret }fuxwell Martin stated that the house
•.• stands on an elevated and extended plain at the
extreme south end of the town, a locality deserted
on account of its supposed insalubrity. This fine, large,
but dilapidated building is now tenantless and forsaken.
The sounds of wassail and mirth have given place to the
hootings of the owl and flapping of the bat (Teal 1961: 19).
Although the house itself was abandoned as a residence, another
account of this period states that a man and his wife, presumably
caretakers, lived in the backyard, probably in an outbuilding. The
house is also described as having been surrounded by a fence at this
time (Unnamed Newspaper 1912). Both the fence and the dilapidated
condition of the house may be seen in Figure 5.
During the period prior to the American Civil War the wide grassy
expanse in front of the Kershaw house was used for civil and military
gatherings (Scribner's Monthly 1875: 618). The Marquis de Lafayette
reviewed troops on this green in 1825 and soldiers were mustered there
for the Mexican War in 1848 and the Civil War in 1861 (Kirkland and
Kennedy 1905: 279). Militia companies were annually inspected there
by the governor and the Kershaw house served as a reviewing stand for
spectators (Unnamed Newspaper 1912). A military review in front of the
Kershaw house may be seen in a contemporary painting (Fig. 6) executed
during the Mexican War period.
Near the close of the Civil War, the relatively isolated Kershaw
house was used as a temporary storehouse for Confederate supplies in
order to prevent the destruction of the town depot and other public
buildings by advancing Union forces under General W. T. Sherman (J.H.
Deveraux to K. Meroney, June 3, 1906/KP/3-l5). As the federal troops
of Howard's Corps entered Camden in February 1865, the Confederate
troops attempted to destroy the house to prevent the capture of the
supplies there. Their efforts may have been in vain, however, for
Federal soldiers, under orders to destroy public property, are reported
to have set fire to the old building, destroying it and its contents
(K.S. Villepique, interview, May 29, 1906/KP/3-l5).
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"CORNW ALLIS HOUSE"

FIGURE 5:

FIGURE 6:

CAMDEN, S. C.

Photograph of the Kershaw house in the period prior
to the Civil War.

Painting of a military review at the Kershaw house during the
Mexican War period.
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THE ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT THE

KERSHA~v

HOUSE

Following its destruction at the close of the Civil War, the
Kershaw house passed into relative oblivion under the onslaught of the
farmer's plow. By the turn of the century all that remained to mark
the location of the structure were scattered fragments of brick and
molten glass (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 280). The precise location
of the Kershaw house had been lost by the 1960's when the modern
search for the structure began. Recent plowing had unearthed bricks
on Magazine Hill, suggesting a structure in this vicinity. In 1965
a resistivity (geohm) survey was conducted in this area by the Applied
Science Center for Archaeology of the University of Pennsylvania.
Its results indicated a large central region of low resistance,
suggesting the presence of a structural foundation (Ralph and BOrstling
1965: 5-6). These findings led William B. Edwards, then State
Archeologist, to conduct preliminary test excavations in this area
in 1965 with negative results (Calmes 1968: 14).
More extensive archeological work was begun in February 1968, when
Alan Calmes, then Research Director for the Camden District Heritage
Foundation and a graduate student in history, initiated exploratory
excavations in the same area tested by Edwards. In order to maintain
horizontal control over the suspected Kershaw house site, a grid was
superimposed over the entire area (Fig. 7). All points were measured
north and east along two axes from a single datum point located
southwest of the site. A telephone pole then standing at the southwest
corner of Bull and Lyttleton Streets served as a control point for
Calmes' excavations. No attempt was made to establish vertical control
over the site as a whole (Calmes 1968: 2).
Calmes excavated a 5.0 foot wide trench in a north-south direction
hoping to intersect the walls of the house. This trench revealed a two
layer soil profile consisting of "plow disturbed soil" about 0.75
foot in depth underlain by a "sterile soil" (Calmes 1968: 14). Although
Calmes' description of the E.oil stratigraphy at the Kershaw house is
unclear, it is probable that his two layers correspond to the zones
described by Strickland (1971: 66) at this site. Presumably Calmes'
plow disturbed soil is the pale brown loam found by Strickland to
have contained all cultural material except that associated with
subterranean features. This zone was formed by the vertical mixing
of the upper 0.75 foot of soils as the result of plow cultivation.
Calmes' sterile soil very likely encompasses the yellow-brown clayey
sand and the underlying layer of red clay, both of which contained
no artifacts. The foundations of the structure as well as other intact
cultural features were visible at the base of the upper layer and
extended into the sterile zone (Fig. 8). Architectural features
uncovered in this initial excavation included foundation footing
ditches filled with brick and mortar rubble to a depth of 1.0-1.5
feet and a section of trench, 1.5 feet wide and 2.5 feet deep, filled
with a mixture of sand and clay. A second exploratory trench oriented
perpendicular to the first, uncovered portions of footing trenches
as well as a section of intact brick wall two brick lengths thick and
extending five courses beneath the top of the sterile soil.
-10-
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After defining the approximate limits of the structure by exploratory
trenching, the area assumed to contain the remains of the Kershaw
house was excavated in 10.0 x 10.0 foot squares and larger units of
varying size to the level of the sterile soil. Features extending
into the sterile soil were excavated separately. This work revealed
the foundations of a rectangular structure aligned two degrees west
of north, the same alignment maintained by the street plan of Camden.
The structure lies just to the east of the right-of-way of the street
and seems ·to have fronted upon Lyttleton Street which originally
extended as far south as Mulberry Street (Fig. 1).
Calmes extended his excavations west and south of the building
foundations in search of adjacent structural features. During the
course of this work a linear feature extending along two sides of the
structure was uncovered and a circular pit 12.0 feet in diameter lying
just outside of its southwest angle was completely excavated (Fig. 7).
The close of the field season in 1968 marked the termination of
archeological investigations at the Kershaw house site for two years.
The excavation of the presumed house foundations and the area adjacent
to them had been completed and the stage was now set for the expansion
of future excavations into areas further removed from this structure.
In 1969 and 1970 the Camden Historical Commission asked the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology for archeological advice in
planning future work at Historic Camden. The Institute had no one
available to assign to the work, but Robert L. Stephenson and Stanley
South advised several potential courses of action depending upon funds
available. In early June 1970 Robert N. Strickland visited the Institute
and was recommended as one to pursue the Camden archeological work.
In late June 1970, Strickland initiated excavations aimed at
uncovering the yard area east of the house foundations. In doing so
he hoped to delineate the trench of the palisade wall erected during
the British occupation and discover evidence of outbuildings (Strickland
1971: 66). These general goals were to guide archeological work carried
out at the Kershaw house site for the next four years.
Strickland attempted to maintain consistency with the earlier
fieldwork by reconstructing Calmes' horizontal site grid tying the
Kershaw house to the datum point at the corner of Bull and Lyttleton
Streets. Unfortunately, measurement errors in Calmes' original
survey made it impossible to reestablish precisely the original grid.
While the north-south axis of Strickland's grid coincided with that
of Calmes, a variance of slightly over 100 feet occurred between the
east-west axes of each. The grid established in 1970 served as the
horizontal control for all subsequent excavations at the Kershaw
house site through 1973 (Fig. 9).
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During the 1970 field season, work was concentrated on locating
and exposing the trench of the palisade wall that documents indicate
surrounded the Kershaw house and grounds. Based upon the coordinates
of the newly-established site grid, Strickland first excavated two
10 x 10 foot test pits near the expected locations of the palisade
corners. These pits revealed a three-level soil profile consisting of
a plow zone of pale brown, sandy loam at the surface; a yellow-brown,
clayey sand; and a red clay (Strickland 1971: 66). The two lower
layers were sterile. Because no evidence of the palisade trench was
visible in the yellow-brown subsoil of either pit, a series of contiguous
intervening pits was excavated in hope of intersecting the wall. These
pits formed a trench that revealed traces of linear features assumed
to represent the north and south lines of the palisade trench. Once
these points were located it was then possible to trace the line of
the palisade until its entire extent was uncovered. This was accomplished
by excavating a series of 10 x 10 foot pits aligned with the coordinates
of the site grid (Strickland 1971: 15).
By the close of the field season in November, the palisade trench
had been completely exposed, mapped, and covered with protective
polyethylene. As part of its program of site interpretation, the
Camden District Heritage Foundation restored the brick foundations of
the Kershaw house at this time in anticipation of a reconstruction of
the structure itself in the future. Palisade posts were placed at the
corners of the wall just outside the actual trench to indicate the
limits of this fortification. Limited landscaping of the site was
also carried out following the cessation of archeological work in 1970.
These operations obliterated all evidence of the previous season's
archeological work by burying areas exposed by excavations and ' destroying
the reference points for the site grid (Strickland 1976: 5).
Archeological investigations were resumed in late June 1971 under
the direction of Robert Strickland. Because the previous year's
work had been able to define the form and extent of the palisade
surrounding the Kershaw house, the 1971 excavations were concentrated
on investigating the area it enclosed. Due to the large size of this
area and the limitations of time and resources, excavation by 10 x
10 foot units was abandoned in favor of techniques designed to expose
larger areas of the site (Strickland 1976: 7). In order to reestablish
horizontal control for the 1971 excavations, the palisade trench was
again exposed and tentative grid points plotted. These points served
as a guide for the layout of new excavation units. All points were
tied to a new permanent datum point consisting of a pipe set in concrete
just east of the Kershaw house foundations. Excavation units inside
the area enclosed by the palisade consisted of four unevenly spaced
5.0 foot wide trenches extending west from the original north-south
trench dug the year before. These trenches, in turn, were intersected
by a north-south trench the same width extending about two-thirds of
the way across the palisaded area. The trenches were designated 1-5.
The areas lying between the trenches as well as several other areas set
off arbitrary boundaries also formed excavation units and were designated
A-L (Fig. 10).
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Each trench or area was excavated as a single unit. The soil from
the plow zone was removed and deposited at the periphery of the site.
Because the primary purpose of the excavation was to expose and record
intact features within the palisaded area, the plow zone soil was not
sifted and only those artifacts observed in the process of soil removal
were retained (Strickland 1976: 7). Upon completing the excavation of
each unit, all features were cleaned, mapped and assigned a feature
number. All features were excavated by natural stratigraphy and their
contents sifted through 1/2 x 1/4 inch hardware cloth to recover all
artifacts present.
Several complex features were uncovered during the course of the
1971 investigations. These included a square well (F-67), a rectangular
structure (F-70) with a central hearth that apparently underwent
several stages of construction, and a square brick foundation (F-92)
partially intersecting the northeast diagonal of the palisade.
In addition, 25 pits, one ditch, and numerous postholes were exposed.
One 10 foot section of palisade trench near the northeast corner of the
wall was removed to ascertain the depth and form of this feature
(Strickland 1976: 12). Only a few of the many features exposed during
the 1971 field season were excavated by the time work ceased in midAugust and the completion of this task constituted one of the primary
goals of the archeological investigations the following year.
Archeological excavations commenced again in May 1972, under Robert
Strickland's direction. During the eight week field season, efforts
were directed at completing the investigation of the palisaded area and
beginning exploratory excavations beyond the limits of this area
(Strickland 1976: 9).
Excavations within the palisaded area centered around the exploration
of features exposed, but not investigated, during the previous year's
work. Most of these were completed during the 1972 field season. The
excavated area along the northeast diagonal of the palisade was enlarged
to permit the investigation of a structural feature there, and this
feature was completely excavated during this field season.
Exploratory excavations outside the palisaded area were undertaken
in hopes of discovering features possibly related to the Kershaw house.
Specifically, Strickland was interested in determining if the area
contained mass burials of American soldiers who died while being held
captive there, following the battle of Camden in 1780 (Kirkland and
Kennedy 1905: 275). The proximity of the Kershaw house site to those
lots owned by John Bartlam, an English master potter who manufactured
creamware and other earthenwares at Camden from as early as 1774 to
1780 (Lewis 1976: Appendix A), led Strickland to believe that evidence
of Bart1an's pottery-making activities might be present in the vicinity
of the house.
The areas north, east and south of the Kershaw house were explored
by excavating 11 intersecting slot trenches aligned with the site
grid at 50 foot intervals (Fig. 11). The presence of massive piles
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of backdirt from previous excavations prevented completing excavation
of all of the anticipated trenches, and gaps are evident in the trench
network between Trenches 8 and 9 and Trenches 14 and 16. The eastwest trenches (6-13) were 5.0 feet wide, while those running in a
north-south direction (14 and 16-19) were 2.0 feet wide. All eastwest trenches and those north-south trenches south of Trench 11 were
excavated by hand; however, because of the presence of a heavy layer
of overburden in the northeastern part of the site, the north-south
trenches between Trenches 11 and 12 were dug by backhoe. Because
the object of the exploratory trenching was the location of features,
the soil removed in these excavations was not sifted to recover
artifacts (Strickland 1976: 9).
The exploratory excavation outside the palisaded area yielded
evidence of several structural features. The first is an eastwest oriented brick wall uncovered in Trenches 18 and 19 northeast
of the palisaded area, the exact position of which was not recorded.
It was covered by a heavy layer of overburden and was not explored
further. The second feature was located just outside the southeast
corner of the palisade (Fig. 11). It consists of an 18 x 18 foot
brick structure foundation (F-90) with an associated trench (F-9l)
extending at least 140 feet from its east wall. Intensive investigation of this structure was not attempted during the 1972 field
season.
The final season of archeological investigations at the Kershaw
house site took place over an eight week period beginning in May 1973.
Again, Robert Strickland was in charge of the excavations. Because
many of the large number of features exposed during previous years of
work remained unexcavated, the primary goal of the 1973 season was
to complete this work rather than to expand the area of investigation.
Efforts were concentrated on the excavation of the structure
foundation and associated trench (F90, F9l) during the first few
weeks of the field work. During this time four 10 foot sections of
the trench were removed and the foundation partially excavated in
quardrants. Following the close of the 1973 investigations the feature
was covered with a protective framework of wood and polyethylene.
Strickland returned for several weeks in the summer of 1975 to complete
work on this feature, after which it was stabilized by filling with sterile
sand (Strickland 1976: 2).
The remaining four weeks of the 1973 season were devoted to the
excavation of features within the palisaded area. This work involved
completing excavation of the square well and the removal of two 10
foot sections of palisade trench as well as the excavation of numerous
smaller features. Following the close of archeological investigations,
all structural features not protected were covered with fill to prevent
deterioration from exposure. The entire site was then landscaped and
planted in grass.
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In summary, archeological investigations were conducted at the
assumed site of the Kershaw house from 1968 to 1973 in order to establish
the location of the house itself and other cultural features associated
with it. These excavations uncovered the foundations of a large
structure and several smaller ones, numerous pits and postholes, and
a palisade trench enclosing the area immediately adjacent to the
structures (Fig. 12). Additional exploratory excavations outside
the palisaded area revealed the existence of few features here and
suggested a clustered settlement around the large house. With the
close of archeological work at the end of the 1973 season all exploratory
investigations of the Kershaw house site ceased. The excavation of the
palisade trench preparatory to the reconstruction of the well in 1974
(see Lewis 1975a: 22-30) did, however, uncover evidence of an additional
well associated with the north line of the palisade trench. The
excavated features associated with the Kershaw house represent the
intact remains of the site's early occupation. In the following sections
of this report an attempt will be made to analyze the form, content,
and distribution of these features in order to answer questions
concerning the nature of the site as an entity in time and space.

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE KERSHAW HOUSE:
ITS POSITION IN SPACE AND TIME
Introduction
The extensive archeological excavations at the Kershaw house
site were conducted under the assumption that the material remains of
a particular structure associated with certain documented activities
were situated there, and that the data recovered in the course of the
investigations would yield information relating to that structure and
those activities. Before attempting to explore the form and nature of
historic occupations on Magazine Hill, it is necessary to validate
this initial assumption, that is, to demonstrate on the basis of
archeological evidence that the site is that of Joseph Kershaw's mansion.
In order to confirm the existence of a particular past historical
phenomenon, such as an individual house, archeological evidence capable
of identifying this phenomenon in time and space must be available.
This evidence must have the ability to verify statements from other
sources that spell out the criteria that set the phenomenon apart. In
the case of the Kershaw house the criteria for identification are
documentary statements. In order to demonstrate their applicability
to the archeological site under consideration, it is necessary to
construct a number of hypotheses based upon information contained in
documentary statements and to then examine these hypotheses in terms
of the archeological record. With regard to the identification of the
Kershaw house, several document-based hypotheses are amenable to
archeological analysis. They may be summarized as follows:
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1)
The Kershaw house should be located on Magazine Hill on the
property owned by Joseph Kershaw lying east of Lyttleton Street and
south of Bull.
2)
The telwzinus post quem date for the occupation of the site
should be no earlier than the 1770's, reflecting the completion of the
Kershaw house at this time. The site's telWlinus ante quem date should
occur on or before the 1865 destruction date of the house.
3)
The architecture of the structural remains should conform
to the descriptive accounts of the Kershaw house as well as other buildings
comparable in form.
4)
Evidence should exist for the Revolutionary 1-Jar palisade
erected in 1780 as well as for the British military occupation in general.
5)
The remains of at least one contemporary outbuilding should
be associated with the house.
6)
Because the Kershaw house was burned, the archeological
record should contain evidence of such a conflagration.
In the remainder of this section each of the hypotheses regarding
the identification of the Kershaw house will be examined in terms of
the archeological data obtained from the site. The results of this
analysis should determine if the site represents the remains of this
historic structure.

The Location of the Kershaw House
Documentary evidence and local tradition suggest that Joseph
Kershaw's mansion was built on Magazine Hill just east of the eighteenth
century settlement of Camden.
It was situated on the east side of
Lyttleton Street on a block of lots purchased by Kershaw in 1776-1777.
If the archeological remains represent this structure then it is
imperative that they be situated in this area.
The location of the site of the excavated structure relative to the
Kershaw property may be ascertained by superimposing a layout of the
to'¥ll lots on a plan of the site of Camden (Fig. 13). This comparison
indicates that the archeological structure lies on Lot 589. This lot
is situated within the block of lots owned by Kershaw as predicted by
the first hypothesis.
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FIGURE 13: Plan of the Kershaw house
site with Camden town lot layout
superimposed.
The Terminus Post Quem and Terminus Ante Quem
Dates for the Kershaw House
Documentary evidence indicates that the Kershaw house was constructed
in the late 1770's and remained intact until 1865 when it was burned.
The structure was occupied from the time of its construction at least
through 1830 and lay abandoned at least 12 years prior to its destruction.
If we assume that the archeological output of an inhabited structure
differs from that of an abandoned structure, then it should be possible
to discern each type of occupation by the archeological record it produced.
Likewise, it is feasible to define the temporal limits of such occupations
by examining the chronological ranges of the artifacts associated with
each. Although the Kershaw house was in existence for a period of
approximately 90 years, its occupation as a living area is likely to
have produced the greatest and most constant output of material that
accumulated to form the archeological record. In contrast, the period
of abandonment and occassional use for public activities would probably
have generated a much reduced archeological by-product. For this reason
it is assumed that the terminus post quem and terminus ante quem dates
derived from an analysis of the archeological materials recovered from
the site of this house are likely to reflect the limits of its living
area occupation.
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The beginning and termination dates of a site's occupation may be
determined through an examination of those categories of artifacts of
which the use r a nges are known.
Several types of temporally significant
artifacts were recovered during the investigations at the Kershaw house.
Perhaps the most important of these is ceramics. By observing the
temporal ranges of the ceramic types present, it is possible to ascertain
minimal beginning and ending dates for the site by recording the latest
date of the use range of the type terminating earliest a nd the
introduction date of the type introduced latest. The use date ranges
of the ceramic types recovered from the Kershaw house are shown in
Figure 14. Based on these ranges a minimal t ermi nus po st quem date
of 1775 is obtained while the t erminus ante quem is at least as late
as 1820. The former agrees with the documented date for the beginning
of the Kershaw house occupation; however, the latter falls a decade
short of the date of the latest record of the house being used as a
habitation. The last date obtained from the ceramic use ranges may
well be early because it is based on the beginning date of ironstonewhiteware, a ceramic type with an extremely long use span (Noel Hume
1970: 131). Unlike the eighteenth century, the nineteenth was not
characterized by the frequent change in the ceramics industry that would
have produced short, tightly datable use ranges for types and thus
make possible the accurate dating of ceramic deposits.

An estimate of the actual range of the Kershaw house occupation
may be based on the site's mean date. This date is calculated on the
basis of the manufacturing dates of the individual ceramic types and
their frequency of occurrence in a particular archeological context.
In general, mean ceramic dates have been shown to accurately reflect
the median historic dates of documented archeological sites (South
1972: 75).
If we assume that the archeological output of the Kershaw
house occupation remained roughly constant from the time of its
construction until the date of its abandonment, then the span of time
prior to its median occupation date should be equal to that time
between the median date and the cessation of the occupation. Utilizing
South's (1972) mean dating technique, a date of 1807 is obtained for
the Kershaw house as a unit.
This date is 32 years later than 1775,
the suggested terminus pos t quem date. The addition of 32 years to
the assumed median date of the site's occupation places the termi nus
ant e quem for the site at 1839, almost a decade after the last documented
date for its habitation.
This range is supported by the presence of a number of other
artifacts normally associated with a domestic occupation but with
temporal use ranges less precise than those of ceramic types. These
artifacts and their approximate ranges are summarized in Table 1.
The intensity and temporal range of the area to the east of the Kershaw
house, an area presumably encompassing all or part of its toft*, may be
'''The term "toft" is used here to refer to the immediate site of a
principal structure and its outbuildings. It is both a spatial and
functional unit in that it designates the area within which those
activities take place. As such, the toft is not confined to a specific
size or form and may vary considerably according to the nature of the
structure with which it is associated.
-21-
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Ironstone-whiteware
Creamware
Transfer printed pearlware
Underglazed polychrome pearl ware
Annular pearlware
Underglazed blue pearl ware
Edged pearlware
Undecorated pearlware
Mocha ware
Buckley ware
Debased Rouen faience
British brown stoneware
Westerwald chamber pots
White saltglazed plates
Underglazed blue porcelain
Overglazed enamelled porcelain
Overglazed enamelled creamware
Fingerpainted pearlware
Willow ware
Transfer printed creamware
Decorated delft

1775-1820

FIGURE 18:

Date ranges for ceramic types recovered from the Kershaw house.
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Frequency distribution of mean ceramic
dates by ten-year intervals.
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estimated by considering the mean ceramic dates of the archeological
features occurring there.
Twenty-two datable features were uncovered
at the Kershaw house site. The range of their mean ceramic dates
stretches from 1770 to 1797 with a collective site mean date of 1787,
suggesting that the deposition of cultural material in the toft took
place over a much shorter period than that for the structure itself.
Because these dates represent only the temporal means of spatially
discrete artifact depositions, they do not take into consideration the
ranges over which the depositions may have accumulated, ranges that
are likely to overlap on e another as well as the extremes of the
mean date range. The presence of features apparently predating the
1775 construction date of the Kershaw house may indicate the use of
the site prior to the completion of the structure. The t erminus ante quem
date for the toft area may extend into the early nineteenth century;
however, it is not likely to postdate the 1813 introduction date of
ironstone (South 1972), a ceramic type conspicuously absent from these features.

TABLE 1
TEHPORAL RANGES OF NON CERAMIC ARTIFACTS FROB THE KERSHAW HOUSE

Artifacts

Range

Bottle base w/glass tipped pontil mark
Bottle base w/sand tipped pontil mark
Bottle base w/quatrefoil pontil mark
Bottle base w/Ricketts mold
Bottle base w/rod pontil mark
Bottle mouths w/tooled lips
SteMvare w/opaque, white single spiral
twist in stern
Stemware, Type 24
Buttons, Type 24 - three piece iron
Short stemmed anthropomorphic tobacco
pipe
Short stemmed ribbed tobacco pipe

-1870
-late 1800's
l720-early 1800's
l82l-early 1900's
-1870
l830-early 1900's
1750-1780
1780-1805
1837-1865
1770-1840
1820-1840

Reference
Jones (1971a: 68
1971b:8)
Jones (1971a:69)
Jones (1971a:66)
Jones (1971a: 67)
Jones (1971a: 71)
Jones (197lb:lO)
Haynes (1948:211)
Noel Hume (1970:
191)
South (1964:122)
South (1965a:53)
Noel Hume (1970:
302)

The post-1839 occupation of the Kershaw house, although not likely
to be represented by an archeological output of comparable volume as
that generated by the occupation preceding it, should be characterized
by a small quantity of material dating from this late period. Unlike
the artifacts associated with the main occupation, these need not
constitute the by-products of domestic activities because they may
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have accumulated as the result of a variety of sporadically-occurring
activities that took place during the last 25 years of the structure's
existence. Items falling into this category from the Kersahw house
would include those listed above whose ranges extend past 1839 as
well as those artifacts that came into use after this date but prior
to 1865. The latter include bottles with embossed side panels, which
appeared in the early 1860's (Lorrain 1968: 40; Jones 1971b: 10);
horseshoes of Noel Hume's Type 7 (1970: 238), which are found in midninteenth century archeological contexts; and a brass nipple wrench
designed to fit u.s. rifle muskets subsequent to and including the
Model 1855 (Allin 1862: 17).
The intensity of the toft occupation through time may be estimated
by observing the frequency distribution of the feature mean dates
at ten year intervals. Figure 15 reveals that the number of feature
mean dates per ten year period declined slightly after 1775, rose again
after 1780 to a peak between 1785 and 1790, and then declined abruptly
during the last decade of the eighteenth century. The range of occupation
indicated by the mean date distribution corresponds roughly with the
Kershaw family's occupation of the house, beginning in the 1770's
and terminating on or before 1805 when the property was sold to the
Camden Orphan Society. The apparent decline in deposition in the toft
after 1790 may reflect a reduction in the use of this area during this
time, perhaps associated with a change in function or partial abandonment
of the site following the death of Joseph Kershaw in 1791. The termination
of deposition in the toft area after the turn of the century indicates
that activities producing an observable by-product there had ceased
by this time. This abandonment of the toft is presumably related to a
change in overall site function associated with its use as an orphan house.
In summary, the archeological evidence recovered from the remains of
the structure identified as the Kershaw house indicate a substantial
occupation falling roughly between 1775 and 1839. Only a small amount of
material postdates this time and very likely represents deposition
associated with the sporadic use of the building prior to its destruction
in 1865.
The Form of the Kershaw House
The third hypothesis predicts that if the archeological remains under
consideration are those of the Kershaw house, they will exhibit certain
similarities to the structure described in documentary sources.
Because no documents exist relating to the plan of the house, the only
aspect of its form that is visible archeologically, it is necessary
to base the analysis of the archeological structure's form on other
descriptive information that will permit comparison with other structures
for which such plans are known.
On the basis of elevation views, it is possible to observe certain
similarities between a photograph of the Kershaw house and two
contemporary Charleston structures, the Miles Brewton House and the
William Washington house. Both houses are nearly square, measuring
just under 50 feet wide and around 45 feet deep. Each is five bays
-24-

wide and exhibits the same window configuration as is visible in the
pictures of the Kershaw house. Like the Kershaw house, both have
a front portico three bays wide. Although not shown in the front
view of the Kershaw house, it very likely contained a rear porch
as do the Charleston houses. Both Charleston houses employ the
typical "lowland plantation" layout in their first floor plans.
It
is predicted that the Kershaw house foundation plan will conform to
this layout.
Calmes' excavations at the Kershaw house site revealed the brick
foundations of a structure 47 x 43 feet in size.
Its two brick
thickness is capable of supporting a two story frame house with basement
(Noel Hume 1979: 128). The structure was divided into three sections.
The two on either side measured 16.3 feet wide and the one in the
center, 10 feet in width (Fig. 16). About two-thirds of the way along
the length of each side section Calmes uncovered the remains of a
brick double hearth base (Fig. 17). These double fireplaces would have
been situated in a wall dividing each of the sections into two rooms.
The floors of the two rooms facing the front of the structure were
found to have been cut 1.5 feet deeper than those of the rear rooms.
The center section extends unimpeded throughout the structure and
appears to represent a central hallway.
The archeological investigations also uncovered a number of smaller
architectural features associated with the Kershaw house foundations.
These comprise two types of features, postholes dug presumably to
anchor vertical members, and pits, some of which appear to have been
excavated for the deposition of cultural material.
The northwest room
of the structure was found to contain two large pits, one measuring
4.5 feet in diameter and the other 1.5 x 2.5 feet (Fig. 16). Both are
approximately 3.5 feet deep.
Only the westernmost pit contained cultural
material and yielded a mean ceramic date of 1802.
Six postholes were
also uncovered in this room, arranged in two rows on an east-west
axis (Fig. 16). They measure about 1.0 foot in diameter and extend from
2.0 to 3.5 feet below the level of the floor.
No artifacts were
recovered from these features.
The depth of these postholes suggests
that they contained substantial vertical posts, perhaps to provide
support for the first floor room above or to divide the basement room
into smaller units. On the outside of the west wall of the northwest
room a refuse pit approximately 7.0 feet in diameter is situated.
It
was excavated to a depth of 1.75 feet and its ceramic contents yield
a date of 1799.
The southwest room of the structure wa s found to contain a single
circular pit 6.5 feet in diameter and 3.5 feet deep.
Its contents
yield a mean ceramic date of 1804. A smaller pit measuring 2.0 x 3.0
x 2.0 feet deep is located in the southeast room (Fig. 16).
Six pits of various sizes and as deep as 0.25 foot are situated
in the central basement hallway, arranged in two parallel east-west
rows (Fig. 16). All were filled with charred wood. Their arrangement
suggests the positioning of vertical supports perhaps to subdivide the
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hallway or to buttress the floor above.
The shallow nature of their
footing, however, suggests a less substantial construction than that
in the northwest room.
Seven shallow pits ranging from 1.0 to 5.0 feet in diameter
are situated east of the house foundation (Fig. 16). None of these
features was found to contain cultural material and their functions
are unclear.
Evidence of two L-shaped piers located 14 feet west of the foundation
and 25 feet apart provide evidence of a front porch facing Lyttleton
Street. Portions of two brick porch support walls 1.0 foot thick
extend outward from the foundation in line with the walls of the central
hallway (Fig. 18). The northernmost wall has been partially destroyed
by plowing and was found to extend only about 7.0 feet from the structure
while the southern wall remains intact to a length of 10 feet.
A
narrow ditch parallels the outer face of each wall for a distance of
nearly 8.0 feet.
These seem to represent footing trenches for the
support walls (Calmes 1968: 16). Because of the absence of artifacts
from these features, however, it is not possible to establish the date
of the construction.
The remains of a row of brick piers were uncovered that paralleled
the east wall of the house foundation at a distance of 8.0 feet.
Three roughly square piers are arran g ed in a row to either side of a
rectangular pier (Fig. 18). The placement of these supports indicates
the presence of a rear porch that extended across the entire width of
the house.
A stairway is likely to have been supported by the rectangular
center pier and presumably extended outward into the yard.
Excavations
to the rear of the house, however, uncovered no evidence of a stairway
footing.
Although archeological evidence indicates that a rear porch
was at one time present on the Kershaw house, the absence of a porch
in the photograph of that structure (Fig. 5) suggests that it was
removed prior to the building's destruction.
The architectural similarities between the excavated structure on
Hill and the documented Kershaw house are obvious from the
above discussion. The agreement of size, form and interior layout
indicates that, on the basis of architectural attributes, this structure
may be identified as that built by Joseph Kershaw in Camden.
l~gazine

Evidence of the British Military Occupation
A fourth identifying characteristic of the Kershaw house is the
presence of military features associated with the 1780-1781 British
occupation, especially the fortification wall erected around the house
and yard area when the house served as military headquarters for the
Camden garrison.
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FIGURE 17:

FIGURE 18:

Fireplace Footings in the Kershaw
House.

Brick foundations beneath the
Kershaw house porch.
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The archeological remains at the Kershaw house should exhibit two
types of evidence for the military presence indicated in documentary
sources. The first type consists of evidence for the palisade wall.
This wall should enclose the Kershaw house area and be characterized
archeologically by the presence of a narrow footing ditch. This feature
should be about 3.0 feet deep, as this was the recommended depth for
palisade walls according to eighteenth century fortification manuals
(Muller 1968: 227). The shape of the palisade should conform basically
to that shown on the 1781 Greene map of the Camden fortifications.
The plan of the palisade should also conform to basic tenets of contemporary fortification.
Discussing irregular fortification on an
elevated position, Muller (1968: 157-158) states that the fortification
should remain as level as possible while occupying the highest ground.
Thus, a fortification might be expected to roughly follow the contours
of the ground upon which it is constructed while enclosing the area of
highest elevation. The shape of the fortification may also be
influenced by the desire to maximize the ability to detect and repel
an attacking enemy force.
l1uller's (1968: 141-142) proposition was
thaL a greater angle in the shape of a fortification is more easily
defensible than a smaller angle.
For this reason it may be expected
that angles larger than 90 0 would be employed to join the various faces
of the palisade whenever possible and, conversely, angles less than 90 0
would be avoided.
The second type of evidence would be isolated features containing
military and military-related artifacts.
During the year-long
occupation of the Kershaw house as a headquarters building, it is
likely that an accumulation of items discarded and lost in the course
of military activities would occur along with the deposition of other
refuse of the period. The destruction of household goods by the British
or their sympathizers took place at the time of the British retreat
from Camden (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905: 277), and would have resulted
in an additional accumulation of a large amount of discarded material
at that time.
It seems likely that artifact deposits resulting from
such activities will, if present, also yield evidence of a military
presence at the Kershaw house.
Excavations by Calmes and Strickland uncovered evidence of a
narrow footing trench surrounding the Kershaw house and the areas to
the north, east, and south of the structure.
Cross-sections of this
trench indicate that it was excavated to a depth of 2.0 to 2.5 feet
below the base of the plow zone. The base of the palisade trench
appears to have been left flat in some places while in others the outside
edge has been dug slightly deeper, perhaps to aid in the placement of
the palisade stakes. The trench was filled with compact, mottled red
sandy clay. The absence of remains of palisade stakes, together with
a feature having a 1785 mean ceramic date superimposed on the filled
trench (Lewis 1975a: 32) suggests that the palisade was deliberately
removed and the trench filled soon after the reoccupation of the house
by the Kershaw family.
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The shape of the palisade wall surrounding the Kershaw ho~se is
shown in Figure 9. It illustrates a wall enclosing a roughly rectangular
area with its northeast and southwest corners cut off and triangular
bastions placed in its east and south faces. The section of wall directly
in front of the house protrudes about 30 feet beyond the line of the
west line of the palisade.
A comparison of this plan with that shown at the location of the
Kershaw house on the Greene map (Fig. 4) indicates a general similarity
between the two. Both are roughly rectangular with the structure
located near the southwest corner, and both share the protrusion of the
palisade to the west of the house as well as the bastion on the south
wall line. The northeast angle in the wall and the east bastion are
not shown on the Greene map. The discrepancies noted above may be
the result of the partial destruction of the palisade at the time the
map was made, the absence of detail on a small scale map, or error on
the part of the cartographer. The presence of minor distortions in the
plan of the town fortifications (see Lewis 1976: 48) suggests that
the portrayal of the military features, while basically correct,
contains minor errors relative to their shape and location. For this
reason it is not unlikely that the map feature and that uncovered
archeologically are the same.

An examination of the palisade's form reveals that it conformed
to basic tenets of contemporary fortification design. The irregular
shape of the palisade permitted the enclosure of the highest point of
ground with a wall that followed the general contours of the surrounding
terrain. The employment of diagonal wall sections in the northeast
and southwest corners increased the angles of those corners to provide
a more easily defensible position. Defense would also have been the
reason for including bastions in the south and east faces. Bastions
were used as strong points protruding from the wall forming angles from
which enfilading fire could be directed on an attacking force. Bastions
could be situated either at the corners of a fort or in the center of
its sides (Muller 1968: 196, 210; Vauban 1968: 156). The placement of
bastions in the center of the two longest faces of the Kershaw house
fortification is logical in that it would have strengthened these
inherently weak positions. It is possible also that the extension in
the west wall directly in front of the house served to create a
defensive angle on what otherwise would have been the longest face
of the fortification.
The absence of evidence for other fortification features, such
as a ditch outside of the palisade or banquettes on the inside to
allow defending troops to fire over the wall, indicates that the Kershaw
house site, though certainly a defensible position, was not as heavily
fortified as the redoubts positioned around the town (Fig. 4). Like
the town itself, the Kershaw house was fortified only with a palisade
and would very likely have relied upon the stronger positions for
support in the event of a sustained attack.
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Strickland's excavations in the area east of the Kershaw house
revealed the presence of several sealed features containing evidence
of a military presence at the site (Fig. 16). Unlike the palisade
surrounding the house, none of these features is military in the sense
that it is associated with a particular military activity. On the
contrary, all but three are pits containing both military and nonmilitary items. The remaining features are associated with structural
remains and, like the pits, appear to be accumulations of discard.
Because of the nature of their deposition, it is unclear if the
military features represent materials disposed of during the 1780-1781
British occupation of the site or accumulations containing a mixture
of post-British Kershaw family discard and redeposited military items.
In order to determine their temporal affiliation, mean ceramic dates
may be computed for each feature containing military artifacts (Table 2).

TABLE 2
MEAN CERAMIC DATES OF FEATURES CONTAINING MILITARY ARTIFACTS
Feature Number
58
66
67B
69
70G
73
75
78
88
91

96
97

Description

Mean Ceramic Date of Contents

Pit
Pit
Well
Pit
Foundation robbers' trench
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Drainage trench
Pit
Pit

1782
1786
1786
n too
1795
n too
n too
1792
1784
1782
n too
1781

low to compute
low to compute
low to compute

low to compute

Of the eight datable features, only one appears to have its
greatest deposition associated with the period of the military occupation.
Five features fall within the five year period following 1781 and two
have mean dates in the 1790's. The distribution of these dates
suggests that nearly all of the features had their greatest deposition
in the period shortly after the British occupation. Presumably most
of the features represent the redeposition of military items during"
the early part of the Kershaw reoccupation of the house and may be
associated with repair and remodeling activities that were conducted
at this time. Similar activities may have accounted for the appearance
of military items in the late contexts.
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Only one military item of those recovered may be definitely
attributed to a particular unit. This is a white metal button with
a raised border and the number "7" in the center of its face, which was
worn by a member of the British Seventh Regiment of Foot. This unit
participated in the seige of Charleston in May 1780, and arrived in
Camden in September of that year. The Seventh left Camden almost
immediately and was decimated at the Battle of Cowpens in North Carolina
on January 17, 1781 (Tarleton 1967: 158, 218). The presence of the
American army is represented by several white metal "U.S.A.II buttons,
a type in common use by Continental troops after 1780 (Johnson 1948: 52).
In summary, archeological investigations at the Kershaw house site
revealed the remains of a defensive palisade similar to that described
in documentary sources. Although it did not form a strong defensive
work, it was constructed in accordance with contemporary fortification
practices so as to take best advantage of the terrain and provide
effective defensive fire on all sides. In addition to this architectural
feature, evidence of a military presence appears in refuse deposits
contemporary with the military occupation.
Outbuildings on the Kershaw House Grounds
Documentary sources are nearly silent regarding the existence of
outbuildings associated with the Kershaw house. The only reference to
such structures appears in a twentieth century newspaper account
(Unnamed Newspaper 1912) of the caretakers living in the backyard.
Unfortunately the source does not describe their dwelling nor indicate
its age or location relative to the house. It does, however, suggest
that outbuildings were maintained at least through the structure's
existence. Although not mentioned in documentary accounts of the Kershaw
house, outbuildings almost certainly were associated with it from the
time of its earliest occupation, as they were an integral part of an
eighteenth century high status dwelling, be it a farm, plantation, or
town residence. Such structures might include kitchens. stables,
carriage houses, and other buildings related to the activities of the
occupance type of which they were a part. Because only one such
structure is historically documented at 'the Kershaw house, this
hypothesis may be substantiated archeo10gica11y by demonstrating the
existence of a single outbuilding in the archeological record.
Excavations within the palisaded area at the Kershaw house site
uncovered a great number of features, several of which undoubtedly
represent the remains of outbuilding structures. At least four such
structures may be readily identified (Fig. 11). The first is a
rectangular structure with a brick foundation that appears to have been
rebuilt at least once. It exhibits the plan of a "saddlebag" type
house (Newton 1971: 708), a structure consisting of two rooms divided
by a central wall and double fireplace (F-70). Doors are located at
the front and rear of each room near the end opposite the central
fireplace. Two other structures resting on brick foundations were
revealed by the archeological excavations. One is the square structure
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constructed directly over the line of the northeast diagonal of the
palisade (F-92). Like the saddlebag structure, it was built directly
on the ground surface.
The other, however, was constructed over the
brick cellar that has remained intact.
It is located southeast of
the palisaded area (F-90). The fourth structure was only partially
explored and consists of a small, square building of wood construction
(F-10).
It is situated just outside the south line of the palisade
with a porch or lean-to supported by three posts extending across the
palisade wall trench (see Lewis 1975a: 27-30). The saddlebag structural
plan is most often associated with dwellings suggesting that the Kershaw
house outbuilding may have once served in this capacity.
It is not,
however, possible to assign functions to the other outbuildings at the
Kershaw house site on the basis of architectural form alone.
Because this hypothesis requires only that outbuilding structures
be shown to have existed at this site, it is sufficient to demonstrate
that their remains are present in the archeological record.
It is not
necessary to investigate the functional roles of such structures at
this time. A complete description and discussion of the functional
nature of each will be presented in a subsequent section of this report
dealing with the Kershaw house as an integrated socioeconomic entity.

Evidence for the Destruction of the Kershaw House
Although it is uncertain who held the torch, documentary sources
agree that the Kershaw house was destroyed by fire in February 1865,
while serving as a storehouse for Confederate supplies. Archeological
evidence of the building's destruction by fire will consist of the
presence of materials that have been altered by burning.
These should
consist of the by-products of the destruction of flammables, mainly
ash and charcoal. Other materials with melting points low enough to
be deformed by heat, such as glass and metals, should be present in
their distorted form. Many other substances, like ceramics, brick, and
stone, normally unaltered by intense heat, may exhibit evidence of
scorching, breakage, or discoloration due to their exposure to fire.
The presence of burned debris at the Kershaw house site was first
reported by Kirkland and Kennedy (1905: 280) who described melted glass
and brick rubble as all that remained of the Kershaw house. An examination of the archeological material recovered during recent excavations
at the Kershaw house reveals further evidence of debris that would have
accumulated as the result of fire.
Artifacts included burned brick and
ceramics, melted glass, slag, deformed and melted metals, charcoal, and
burned wood. Photographs taken during the excavations (Fig. 19) show
a heavy layer of charcoal and burned debris covering undisturbed portions
of the structure's interior, indicating that extensive burning took place
throughout the building.
Based on the archeological evidence, it is likely
that the structure identified as the Kershaw house was destroyed by fire.
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FIGURE 19:

Layers of burned debris in the Kershaw house.

Sununary
The archeological evidence presented above has served to identify
the structural remains as those of a particular building to which documentary
sources have attributed certain formal and functional characteristics.
Documentary data are, however, vague or silent on the specific nature
of its occupation, making it difficult to proceed beyond the verification
of the site's identity on the basis of this form of evidence. A further
investigation of the site's form and function must rely upon an analysis
of the archeological record alone. The identification of the structure
should be seen as a first step toward such a functional study of the
nature of past human occupations at the Kershaw house site.
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FORM AND FUNCTION AT THE KERSHAW HOUSE SITE:

MODELS FOR SETTLEMENT

Introduction

Although documentary information tells us much about the appearance
of the Kershaw house and certain purposes to which it was put by various
owners, a great deal of mystery still veils the nature of the day-to-day
activities that took place there. Documents shed only a dim light on
the actual functions of the structure, in an anthropological sense,
within the social and economic system of the settlement of which it was
a part. The inadequacy of documentary sources for answering questions
regarding the role of the Kershaw house necessitates the consideration
of another form of evidence, the archeological record.
In order to investigate the functions of a particular locus of
activity within a past community, it is necessary to develop models
describing and explaining the relationship between particular types of
sites and their associated activities. Models may be constructed from
observations obtained from well documented sociocultural contexts
assumed to be comparable to that which may have existed at the type of
site under consideration. Through the use of analogy it is possible to
predict those activities that will be present at a site with a particular
function, as well as the spatial distribution of those activities at the
site. Each model, then may be summarized in terms of a set of activities
and their spatial relationships associated with sites of a particular
function.
The archeological record is the by-product of past human activities.
In order to examine a model of past behavior through the archeological
record, it is necessary to be aware of those processes by which the
archeological record was formed.
An understanding of these processes
should permit us to deduce the form and content of the archeological
record produced by the past activities associated with each alternative
model. The degree to which the archeological data adhere to these
sets of predictions, or test implications, will determine how well the
hypothesized model reflects past reality at the site.
Because the function of the Kershaw house is uncertain, it is
necessary to propose several alternate models of the role it played in
the sociocultural milieu of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
Camden. An examination of the archeological data from the Kershaw
house site in terms of test implications of each model will determine
which model the data best fit, thus indicating the most probable function
of the Kershaw house within the town of Camden.
Although it is very likely that the function of the Kershaw house
will correspond to one of the models, one must also consider the alternate
hypothesis that its function is unique and cannot be explained through
the use of a model of known settlement use.
If an examination of the
archeological record indicates this to be the case, it will then be
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necessary to utilize the information gained from the Kershaw house
site as the basis for constructing a new model to explain the phenomena
revealed here.
This discussion will present three models: 1) the plantation, 2)
the farm, and 3) the town residence, each of which deals with a
particular function that may be assigned to the Kershaw house. The
applicability of each model will be determined on the basis of an
examination of the data gathered during the five years of archeological
investigations at the site. Accurately defining the function of the
Kerhaw house will not only add greatly to the limited knowledge presently
available about this structure, but more significantly, it will help
to clarify its relationship to the early town of Camden.

The Plantation Model
Joseph Kershaw's dominant role in the economic development of the
South Carolina backcountry involved him in the buying and selling of
plantations in addition to his many other commercial ventures (Schulz
1972: 24). Indeed, it was to one such plantation five miles south of
Camden that his family retreated during the British occupation of the
town (Mathis 1819: 14). Although never referred to as a plantation, his
house occupied a position geographically peripheral to the settlement
of Camden and its situation amid a large tract of land held either by
Kershaw alone or in partnership with others (Kirkland and Kennedy 1905:
13) would have permitted the structure to serve as the center of a large
agricultural operation. In order to explore the potential role of the
Kershaw house as a plantation, however, it is necessary first to
define the plantation as an institution and determine what its major
components are, what types of activities might be associated with them,
and what its function is within the larger sociocultural system.
Like the farm and the manor, the plantation maintains a role
centered around the production of agricultural subsistence commodities.
It differs from these other forms in that its economic position is
directly tied to the expansion of a "world economy" (see Wallerstein
1974: 7). This economic system may be viewed as a network of functional
relationships among individuals, groups, and institutions that expands
around a central core occupied by the market system (Thompson 1959:
29). The existence of an expanding world economy is dependent upon
exchange between a core state and its peripheral areas. Such exchange
is characterized by a "vertical specialization" involving the movement
of manufactured goods and services in the opposite direction (Gould
1972: 235-236).
On the frontier of colonial economic expansion, institutions arise
to procure and process raw materials. The agricultural institution that,
historically, has possessed the greatest efficiency in production is
the plantation (Thompson 1959: 30). Sidney Mintz (1959: 43) has defined
the plantation as " ... a capitalistic type of agricultural organization
in which a considerable number of unfree laborers were employed under
unified direction and control in the production of a staple crop."
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The plantation is characterized by 1) a relatively large population and
territorial size, 2) an emphasis on the production of specialized cash
crops, 3) a use of labor beyond the limits of the owner-family, and
4) a dependence on the authority principle as the basis for collective
action (Pan American Union 1959: 190). These characteristics reflect
the manner in which agricultural activities are organized to facilitate
production. The plantation should be not only a center for agricultural
activities, but must also provide an arrangement for accomplishing
agricultural tasks on a large scale. This arrangement is reflected in
the form of the plantation in the antebellum United States; and this
form will serve as the basis for the plantation model.
The necessity of managing a large labor force engaged in specialized
agricultural work directly influenced the occupance form of the plantation.
Prunty (1955: 490) has pointed out that, on the antebellum plantation,
management controlled all cultivating power and was the sole element in
determining the manner of its employment. This is reflected spatially
in the general layout of a plantation.
The owner's or manager's house customarily was situated
near a cluster of service buildings and slave quarters.
Such houses were grouped compactly in rows along short
roads, forming a square or, more frequently, a rectangle
of buildings ...• Together these buildings formed a nucleated
plantation village, a settlement type noteworthy because
of the large area within which it was distributed (Prunty
1955: 465-466).
Although the plantation itself might be area11y extensive, its
occupied area was compact. The actual layout of buildings within this
area varied but seems generally to have followed a similar pattern.
Waterman and Barrows (1969: xiv) have noted that eighteenth century
plantations in the Southeast, particularly those in South Carolina,
Virginia and Maryland, centered around a main house and its dependencies.
Throughout the eighteenth century these structures exhibited a basic
Georgian symmetry in their arrangement, with the house and its forecourt
flanked by the dependencies which were sometimes attached by passages
to the main house (Kimball 1966: 79). In the last quarter of the
century the dependencies shifted from a position on either side of the
forecourt to one in line with the orientation of the house (Fig. 20).
Dependencies apparently did not possess definite functions in every
plantation and served variously as offices, kitchens, overseers' quarters,
libraries, servants' quarters, as well as housing for other support
activities related to the main house (Waterman 1945: 61, 259, 34~).
The pattern of plantation settlement outlined here is derived from
the layout of structures on the following plantations: Ty~on's
plantation, Brunswick Town, North Carolina (Sauthier 1769); the Price
house, Spartanburg County, South Carolina (South 1970); The Hermitage,
Savannah, Georgia; Mt. Vernon and Gunston Hall, Fairfax County, Virginia;
Bremo, Fluvanna County, Virginia; Lower Brandon, Prince George County,
Virginia (Architects' Emergency Committee 1970: 23, 70-71, 95, 107);
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FIGURE 20:

Typical layout of plantation house and
dependencies.
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FIGURE 21:

Plan of Mt. Vernon, Fairfax County, Virginia.
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Amphill and Stratford, Westmoreland County, Virginia; Carters Grove,
James City County, Virginia; Westover, Charles City County, Virginia;
Mount Airy and Menokin, Richmond County, Vir gini a , Blandfield, Essex
County, Virginia; (Waterman and Barrows 1969: 179-183); and Rosewell,
Glouscester County, Virginia (Noel Hume 1962: 161-162; Waterman and
Barrows 1969: 181).
Farm buildings associated with the plantation seem to have been
situated apart from the main house complex and the house did not form
an integral part of the farm building layout. Rather, such structures
usually constituted a separate unit arranged in a row or rectangle
to the side of the main house (Waterman and Barrows 1969; Phillips
1929: 332).
The slave quarters were generally situated near the agricultural
buildings to one side of the main house. They were commonly arranged
in rows facing a cleared square at one end of which the main house and
its dependencies stood. Quarters varied in size and method of construction
from one room huts to larger buildings of log, frame, or brick (Radwick
1972: 70-71, 77).
In general, the entire plantation complex was not situated directly
on a main road linking settlements, but rather would have been placed
along a branch road leading into the plantation lands (Phillips 1929:
335). The complex was usually adjacent to the earliest cultivated land.
The exhaustive effect of continuous cropping of cotton, especially on
Piedmont soils (Hall 1940: 2), required a continual clearing of new
land for planting (Dodd 1921: 25), resulting in a constant expansion of
cultivated lands accompanied by a general movement away from the site
of the original plantation settlement (Olmstead 1957: 53).
Mt. Vernon, in Fairfax County, Virginia, a plantation that had
assumed its final form by the 1770's (Architects' Emergency Committee
1970: 70-73), clearly illustrates the layout of the plantation settlement
pattern. The geometric layout of the structures at Mt. Vernon is
clearly visible (Fig. 21) with the main house and dependencies situated
at the center of a U-shaped plan. Service buildings lie in a row
stretching to either side of the forecourt. Quarters form a block
oriented at a right angle to the service buildings. The U-shape of
the layout is further emphasized by the positions of entrance roads, paths,
walls, and ornamental and vegetable garden plots.
In summary, the plantation may be seen as an institution designed
to produce and process raw agricultural commodities on a large scale
utilizing extensive unfree labor. The organization of activities
necessary to accomplish this purpose is reflected in their spatial
distribution on the plantation site. This distribution appears to exhibit
a uniform pattern in eighteenth century American plantations revealing
an occupance form that should be recognizable in the archeological
record.
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The Farm Model
Although plantation farming existed in the South Carolina Piedmont
prior to the expansion of large-scale cotton growing in the early nineteenth century, this frontier region was characterized by small farms.
Those plantations that existed in the Piedmont during this early period
were, in general, confined to the alluvial soils below the Fall Line.
Small farms were situated in the narrower valleys above the Fall Line,
as well as on the higher terraces (Meriwether 1940: 106). Camden's
position near the falls of the Wateree River, which placed the town on
the small farm frontier, is reflected in the settlement's role as a
processing and shipping center for backcountry flour as early as 1760
(Schulz 1972: 23). Other commercial commodities produced by- small
farmers included barley, oats, rye, hemp, flax, and peas (Woodmason
1953: 191; Meriwether 1940: 106).
Joseph Kershaw's residence, located apart from the contiguous
settlement of Camden, would have been in a position well suited for
farming. Adjacent lands under Kershaw's control were available for
cultivation and could easily have provided the basis for agricultural
production. Although documents do not refer to the house as a farm,
Kershaw is known to have possessed farmlands in or near Camden (Kirkland
and Kennedy 1905: 379), and it is possible that some of these may have
been attached to his residence there.
Like the plantation, the function of a farm is reflected in the
nature and arrangement of the activities associated with the site.
Because the Camden area was settled by pioneers whose roots lay in the
British Isles, it is reasonable to assume that the farms they built in
the new country would attempt to replicate patterns established in that
part of the Old World. The eighteenth century saw the close of the postmedieval period of British farming and the beginning of the Agricultural
Revolution. Farms prior to 1750 tended to be generalized in production
and form, consisting of a complex of separate structures to accommodate
persons, animals, goods, and the processing of crops (Nigel 1970: 55-58).
Unprecedented population growth and the concentration of persons in
urban centers as a consequence of the Industrial Revolution had begun
to place an increasingly greater demand upon agriculture. The larger
output required of agriculture was made possible through organizational
rather than technological improvement. It involved the use of 1)
convertible agriculture, the alternation of arable lands and grass and
2) alternative agriculture, farming for fodder crops that enriched the
soil both by the chemical action of the fodder plants as well as manure
of the grazing animals (Chambers and Mingay 1977: 4). At the same time
the enclosure movement hastened the consolidation of holdings and
movement of farms from the village to the field (Hoskins 1970: 22).
Unlike the plantation, which is adapted to the exploitation of an
increasingly enlarged area through the employment of potentially
destructive, albeit very profitable, techniques of agriculture, the farm
occupies a relatively small, limited area that must be continuously
reused in the production of crops. The process of change in small farm
agriculture brought about by the Agricultural Revolution may be seen
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as an attempt to increase the yields of farmlands through an intensification
of soil rejuvenation. The introduction of the new methods of farming
entailed a reorganization of the farm as a productive unit and
resulted in the development of a distinctive occupance form. The
characteristics of this form are embodied in the farm model.
The critical component in the improvement of soils in the eighteenth
century was manure. In order to obtain, collect, and store this commodity
it became necessary to reorganize the farmyard into a "manure reservoir."
This was accomplished by assembling the following parts of the farmyard
into a compact arrangement: a barn where corn was threshed and straw
distributed, a collection of livestock buildings where the straw and
hay were transformed into manure, and a yard bordered by these structures
where stock was exercised and manure accumulated (Nigel 1970: 76-77).
The farmyard generally formed a square to the rear of the house and
kitchen (Downing 1969: 223). Ideally the farmyard faced south to catch
the sun and was protected on the north side by its most substantial
structure, the barn. Storage sheds were often located in the same range
as the barn while the remaining two ranges contained buildings used for
livestock and storage. Working animals were placed so as to face the
early morning sun, and pigs and poultry were located near the house to
provide easy access to household waste products. If present, farm
processing machinery was installed in existing structures so as to involve
little change in previous working routines. Not until much later did
the massive use of inorganic energy force the rearrangement of farm
buildings around the farm equipment (Nigel 1970: 79, 93). Construction
materials used in farm buildings varied throughout Britain with the
availability of local materials. While timber and wattle and daub
construction were still common they were beginning to be replaced by
locally manufactured brick (Nigel 1970: 98).
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Plan of a typical eighteenth century
British farm.
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A composite plan of a typical eighteenth century British
farmyard is illustrated in Figure 22. This arrangement represents an
ideal layout for mixed farming and might be expected to vary with the
precise nature and scale of the farming carried out (Hoskins 1970:
22). Although this general square arrangement was retained in British
colonial America, new crops introduced different structures into the
yard, climatic differences made the cardinal orientation less mandatory,
and the variety in size of frontier farms undoubtedly affected that of
the farmyard. The defining criteria of the farmyard are its square
shape, its relative position to the farmhouse and kitchen, and the
f~ctions of its structures.
If the Kershaw house represents a farm,
i~ should be possible to recognize these criteria in an examination of
the archeological remains at the site.
The Town Residence Model
The third model regarding the proposed form and function of the
Kershaw house is that of a town residence with no extensive role apart
from that of a dwelling for the Kershaw family and their retinue of
servants. A building of this sort, unlike the farm or the plantation,
is typically found in an urban setting in which the use of land is
much more restricted. Given the high socioeconomic status of Joseph
Kershaw as indicated in documentary sources and by the very size and
form of his house in Camden, it is likely that a town residence
occupied by him there would share similarities with town residences
of contemporary high status persons in Britain and colonial North America.
The model of the town residence is based primarily on generalized
characteristics derived from a comparison of eighteenth century examples
in South Carolina. During this period Charleston was the largest
urban center in the colony; if not the South, and served as the principal
entrepot for Piedmont frontier towns such as Camden. Joseph Kershaw
maintained close ties with Charleston throughout his life and seems to
have chosen several Charleston dwellings as the prototype for his Camden
mansion. It is likely that this city would also have served as a guide
for town residence planning on the frontier and, for this reason, the
examples upon which the town residence model is based are drawn from
the Georgian mansions of Charleston.
Like the plantation and the farm, the town residence is likely
to be characterized by a distinctive layout related to its function.
In a city like Charleston, residences of high status individuals served
to house the family and provide a place for social entertainment
(Taylor 1942: 36). These activities would generally have been confined
to the dwelling house except for the preparation of food in a detached
kitchen, a feature common to larger dwellings in the South in the
second half of the eighteenth century (Kimball 1966: 71). A large household
required service personnel and equipment which were also housed on the
property. This necessitated the construction of servants' quarters as
well as carriage houses and stables to house livestock and equipment
used in transportation (Taylor 1942: 36). In general, these structures
were situated in a row along the property boundary to the side or the
rear of the main house. The remainder of the property, much more
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restricted in size than either the plantation or the farm, was enclosed
by walls or fences and usually contained gardens and decorative foliage
(Leiding 1921: 3-4; Taylor 1942: 35). A plan of the William Gibbes
residence of Charleston (Fig. 23) illustrates the basic layout of the
town residence. It shows the main house fronting on the street with a
kitchen and stables located just behind to one side, and gardens to the
rear of both extending around one side of the house.
The town residence occupance form is characterized by relatively
few structural elements compared to the other two forms. The town
residence fulfilled a much less complex socioeconomic role than either
a farm or a plantation and may be seen as representing the residential
component of either, minus those activities associated with agricultural
production. This reduction in specialized activities should be reflected
in a similar reduction in the number of structures and the amount of
space allocated to those activities. If the Kershaw house served as a
town residence on the frontier, its function should be recognizable
archeologically on the basis of these two criteria.
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FIGURE 23: Plan of a typical eighteenth century town residence, Charleston, South Carolina.
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The Development of the Test Implications
Three models have been presented as potential explanations for the
hypothesis that the site's function was that of a plantation, a farm,
or a town residence. Each describes a functionally distinct occupance
form characterized by a particular cluster of activities and a particular type of spatial layout. On the basis of these models it should
be possible to discern the past function of the Kershaw house site by
recognizing the presence of those activities that were carried out
there and the manner in which they were arranged. In order to examine
questions of form and function in terms of the archeological record it
is necessary to deduce three sets of archeological test implications,
one for each of the hypothesized models. The test implications spell
out the form that the archeological data are expected to take in order
to support a particular explanation of site function. The test implications may best be organized along lines of form and function. Formal
implications will relate to the spatial distribution of structures and
other activity areas over the site, while those implications of a
functional nature will attempt to identify the activities.
Because the archeological record represents the by-product of
past activities, our ability to interpret this record is dependent
upon an understanding of those processes by which it was formed as
well as those that may have affected it prior to and during its recovery.
Three cultural formation processes that most likely influenced
the accumulation of the archeological record at the Kershaw house are
those of discard, loss, and abandonment. Briefly, discard involves
the deposition of waste material. It may accumulate at its location of
use as primary refuse or be deposited elsewhere as secondary refuse
(Schiffer 1975a: 4). Secondary refuse deposition may vary in terms of
distance from the location of use depending upon the size and nature
of the material deposited (South 1977: 179). Loss involves the inadvertent
deposition of items and may vary with the object's size, portability,
and function (Schiffer 1975a: 6-7). Finally, the process of abandonment
involves the accumulation of artifacts that remain in a given activity
area following the abandonment of that area. Abandoned material may
include the de facto refuse of production or habitation that is left
behind because it is inefficient or impossible to remove it to a new
site (Schiffer 1975a: 7). An important type of abandonment refuse is
architectural in nature, consisting not only of standing remains but
also material that has accumulated as the result of the construction,
repair, or demolition of structures (Green 1961: 53). Abandonment may
also modify other cultural formation processes such as discard, resulting
in the development of refuse disposal patterns different than those
associated with an activity area still in use (Schiffer 1975a: 8;
South 1977: 61) •
.Natural processes of transformation appear to have been minimal
at the Kershaw house site. Apart from the deterioration of organic
materials and the oxidation of metals, the archeological record does
not seem to have been altered by natural forces.
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Other processes have also had a marked effect on the archeological
record following its deposition. Perhaps the process operating over
the longest period of time is plow cultivation. Plowing on the site
has resulted in a vertical mixing of cultural material in the upper
0.75 foot of the site and the destruction of intact features within this
zone. Although disturbed, it must be assumed that artifacts and other
debris associated with such features were not greatly displaced horizontally so that the patterning created by the by-product of past activities
presumably lay intact prior to the archeological investigations. Such
patterning was discernible in the archeological remains of the town
(Lewis 1976). All features below the level of the plow zone remained
intact. Archeological investigations constitute the transformation
process that has had perhaps the greatest effect on the nature of the
archeological record available for analysis. Excavations on the Kershaw
house site were conducted under the assumption that archeological materials
contained in the plow zone would not provide information as useful as
that obtained from undisturbed contexts (Strickland 1976: 6). For this
reason, as well as time limitations, plow zone materials were not recorded.
As a result, the analysis of the Kershaw house must be limited to the
consideration of only that portion of the archeological record that is
contained in features extending below the level of the plow zone.
Each of the occupance forms described in the models is characterized
by certain attributes of form that distinguish it from the others. The
most obvious is that of settlement pattern which should be revealed in
the spatial distribution of abandonment debris, consisting primarily of
architectural remains, as well as those features containing discard
that are associated with such remains. Based upon the characteristics
outlined in the models, it is possible to develop the following test
implications relating to settlement pattern for each of the occupance
forms.
The test implication for a plantation settlement pattern states that
the following elements will be present. Basically it should be characterized
by the presence of a main structure and very likely two smaller
structures symmetrically placed to both sides either in line with the axis of
the main structure or situated just in front of it. Other smaller structures
should be located to one or both sides of the main structure and be
arranged in a rectangle or a row. This arrangement should be oriented
parallel to the axis of the main structure with an extension running
perpendicular to it at the point furthest from the main structure.
If the extension is present on both sides of the main structure,
the whole arrangement should assume a U shape with the main structure at
the base and the extensions turning out from and in front of it.
The settlement pattern of a farm, on the other hand, should be
characterized by a main structure and a series of smaller structures
arranged in a square or rectangle to its rear. Evidence indicating a
subdivision of this area or the enclosure of immediately adjacent areas
also may be present.
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The town residence should exhibit a pattern of settlement much
simpler than the others. It would consist of a main structure fronting
directly on a street with several smaller structures placed to its side
or to the rear. The latter should be arranged on an axis perpendicular
to that of the street and mayor may not be of contiguous construction.
The remaining test implications involve the observation of functional
intrasite variation among the three settlement types. Assuming that each
structure or activity area present on a site constitutes a locus for at
least one type of activity, it should be possible to isolate activities
spatially on the basis of the distribution of their archeological output.
This output will probably represent the accumulation of discard and loss.
The relationship between a structure's function and the activities
associated with it provides the key to the identification of the latter
through an examination of the archeological record.
In general, structures and activity areas that are included within
the three occupance forms may be grouped according to four functional
categories: living areas, animal accommodat~on areas, repair and
processing areas, and storage areas. Each is assumed to be characterized
archeologically by the by-products of the following activities. Living
areas should be associated with domestic-related activities involved with
the preparation, consumption, and storage of subsistence products
and the housing of persons. Structures devoted to these activities
include houses, quarters, and perhaps portions of buildings primarily
devoted to other purposes.
Areas for the accommodation of animals are likely to include the
housing for animals used in cultivation and transportation as well as
those kept for food. Accommodation areas for working animals would also
include room for their equipment. These areas may consist of structures
as well as open enclosures, neither of which are likely to have
accumulated a great deal of artifactual material because of regular
cleaning and the absence of activities that would have generated a
substantial archeological by-product. Structures used for housing
specific types of animals may be distinguished by their architectural
form.
Processing and repair areas would have housed equipment and supplies
used in agricultural tasks as well as in the initial processing of
agricultural commodities. Processing and repair loci may be expected
to generate an archeological output of a rather specialized nature,
reflecting both the discarded by-products of the particular tasks
performed there, as well as domestic equipment and equipment parts lost
or discarded as a result of these tasks.
Finally, storage areas, like those used to accommodate
animals, essentially serve as temporary housing for items which are
not usually greatly modified while there. The archeological by-product
of such activities is not expected to be great and is more likely to be
characterized by the remains of storage equipment and containers rather
than by the actual products which were once stored there.
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The expected archeological by-products of the four functional
activity categories are summarized in Table 3. The associated artifact
classes include the types of material assumed to be generated as the
result of the processes of discard and loss. Abandonment artifacts
in all cases would be grouped into a class designated architecture
which would include construction materials as well as evidence of
construction features, such as postholes and footing trenches.
TABLE 3
FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY CATEGORIES AND ASSOCIATED ARTIFACT CLASSES
Activity Category

Artifact Class

Living Area

Preparation and consumption of food artifacts
Storage containers
Food processing tools
Cooking and eating utensils
Floral and faunal remains
Fishing and hunting equipment
Housing artifacts
Furniture
Personal items
Domestic architectural artifacts
Window glass
Building hardware
Architectural type

Animal Accommodation Area
Draft animal equipment
Riding equipment
Vehicle equipment
Architectural type
Repair and Processing Areas
Farming tools
Raw material processing tools
Equipment maintenance tools
Food processing tools
Architectural type
Storage Areas
Storage containers
Shipping containers
Packing tools
Architectural type
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In the plantation occupance form functional specialization is likely
to be related to spatially distinct contexts. Its relatively large
size and specialized economic function favored the segregation of
activities by area (Phillips 1929: 332). The archeological by-products
of these activities are expected to exhibit a similar distribution and
should provide evidence of the functional diversity within a plantation
complex. The following test implications constitute the archeological
expectations for a plantation.
1. The main structure (the largest residence structure in a complex
of buildings) should be identifiable as a living area characterized
by the presence of material reflective of high socio-economic status.
2. Secondary living areas detached from the main house should
also be present. They will consist of structures arranged in linear
form generally perpendicular to the axis of the main house and contain
evidence of an occupation by persons of a much lower socioeconomic
status. The construction of these buildings mayor may not be similar
to that of the main house.
3. Structures associated with the accommodation of animals, the
processing and repair of agricultural and domestic artifacts, and
storage should be situated to the side of the main house. They may be
arranged in linear or rectangular form with the animal accommodation
areas furthest from the main house. It is possible that lower status
living areas may be associated with repair and storage facilities if
workers engaged in specialized activities were housed near the place
of their work.
4. Evidence should be present for a multitude of manufacturing and
maintenance tasks related to both domestic and agricultural activities.
5. Because of the large scale of agricultural production conducted
on a plantation, evidence of specialized processing machinery may exist
in the form of discarded or worn-out machine parts or other processing
debris. Activity areas associated with such specialized tasks, however,
would generally have been removed from the main structural complex in
order to be placed in a location more accessible to the fields. For
this reason it is doubtful that such activity areas would be encountered
archeologically in an investigation as spatially restricted as that of
the Kershaw house site.
The farm, as a unit of agricultural production, shares its function
. with the plantation but differs greatly in the size and scope of its
operation. It stands in contrast to the plantation because of its
relatively compact situation together with the absence of many of the
specialized activities associated with the latter. The following test
implications express those conditions anticipated in the archeological
record if the site under investigation represents a farm.
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1. The main structure on a farm should be identifiable as a living
area. Materials indicative of high economic status are not necessarily
expected to be present, for the farm may represent a habitation by
inhabitants of varying socioeconomic status.
2. Structures associated with animal accommodation, repair and
processing, and storage should be concentrated to the rear of the house
and should for~ an inward-facing square.
3. Unlike the plantation, activity areas should not be confined
to separate structures and, in fact, may be characterized by extensive
overlapping within or among structures.
4. Because of the relatively small size of the farm complex, the
size of farm structures and their associated activity areas should also
be more spatially restricted.
5. Animal accommodation areas not confined to structures (such
as pens or corrals), should be situated on the inside of the hollow
square of farm buildings with access to water. They may also occur
outside of this structural complex.

The town residence differs from both the plantation and the farm
in that its basic function is not agricultural production. For this
reason its archeological remains are not expected to include evidence
of those activities that pertain to this basic function of the other
two occupance forms. The archeological test implications for this
occupance form are as follows:
1. The main structure should be discernible as a living area.
It will contain evidence of an occupation by individuals of high
socioeconomic status.
2. There should be secondary living areas associated with other
structures located to the rear or the side of the main house. Materials
from these structures should reflect a lower socioeconomic status for
their inhabitants.
3. Animal accommodation areas and storage areas for vehicles
should be present. These should be housed in structures less
extensive than those on either the farm or plantation as they are likely
to house animals and equipment used for transportation only, These
areas will also be located to the side or rear of the main house and
will be arranged perpendicular to the front of the main structure.
4. Evidence of other agricultural, manufacturing, or processing
activities should not be present at the site of a town residence.
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In summary, l4 test implications have been set forth describing
the nature and distribution of activities for which evidence should be
discernible in the archeological record if the site under investigation
contains the remains of either a plantation, a farm, or a town residence.
In the following section, the test implications outlined here will be
used in an examination of the archeological data from the Kershaw house
site. The extent to which these data conform to the implications for
a particular occupance form should reveal the degree to which the past
occupation at the site approximated the type of settlement represented
by that form.

FORM AND FUNCTION AT THE KERSHAW HOUSE SITE:

TESTING THE MODELS

Introduction
Three models have been presented in an attempt to describe the
nature of the settlement that existed at the Kershaw house site during
its 55 years of occupation. Each of the settlement types constitutes
a separate formal and functional entity composed of a combination of
facilities and activities, the by-products of which should be recognizable
in the archeological record. In the previous section a number of
archeological test implications have been set forth to examine the
Kershaw house site in terms of the characteristics of the hypothesized
models in order to determine which best approximates the past settlement
there. These test implications have been divided into two categories,
those dealing with form and those with function.
Because each of the settlement types has a distinct form it is
possible to initially identify the type present at a site on the basis
of the layout of its structural features alone. The form of the settlement
must also be discerned before individual portions of the site are
analyzed with regard to activity occurrence and pattern. For these
reasons the archeological testing of the implications relating to
settlement form will precede that of those dealing with functional variation
within it. If the implications for a particular settlement form are
substantiated by the data and those of the other forms are not, then
it is possible to proceed by examining only those functional implications
relating to the particular model that fits the form of the site's
layout. If these implications, too, are confirmed by an examination
of the archeological data, it becomes likely that the site under
consideration contains the remains of a settlement corresponding to
that described in the model.
If, on the other hand, the form of the site does not correspond
to that predicted by any of the settlement models or contains elements
predicted by several models, then the possibilities exist that the past
settlement was not one of the types considered in the models or that
the archeological data upon which the site form was examined is not
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complete enough to distinguish between some or all of the settlement
types.
In either case it then becomes necessary to examine the
functional test implications for all the settlement types to determine
if the past settlement exhibited a functional similarity to any of
them.
It must be stressed that a failure of the archeological data
to correspond to the criteria for any of the models does not mean
that the settlement type at the Kershaw house is inexplicable, but
rather that it represents a type that has not been anticipated
based on current knowledge of colonial British occupance types.
Such
an occupance type may have to be defined solely on the basis of
archeological data.

Test Implications for Spatial Patterning at the Kershaw House Site
In this section three groups of test implications will be set forth.
Each of these describes the expected formal attributes that the archeological record should exhibit if it represents the remains of a site
corresponding to one of the three settlement models.
Five test implications characterize the spatial form of the
plantation.
1. The main structure should be situated at the center of a
crescent or V-shaped collection of buildings and should face the end
of the V.
2. The buildings to the sides of the main structure should be
arranged in a row, but may also include a square or rectangular complex
of structures.
3. Two smaller buildings, or dependencies, are likely to be
situated to either side of the main structure, just in front of or on
an axis with that building. The three structures should form a
symmetrical arrangement. The dependencies may reflect an architectural
similarity to the main structure.
4. Enclosures, if present, will be situated to the side of the
main structure but not adjacent to it.
5. The main structure should not be located on a through road.
Rather, it should lie at the terminal point of a branch road that passes
through the center of the plantation complex, linking the latter to
a through road.
The farm should be characterized by the formal attributes
contained in the following test implications.
1. The main structure should be situated along one side of a
square or rectangular arrangement of buildings. It should face away from
the hollow square while the other structures of the arrangement
face inward.
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2. The area in the center of the square of buildings should be
subdivided into smaller units by fences. These may enclose all or part
of the square and should exhibit a regular pattern of arrangement.
Enclosures may also be present outside the complex of buildings, but
need not occur there.
3. The main structure of a farm is likely to be situated
adjacent to and facing a major through road.
The town residence has the simplest layout of the three occupance
forms. It may be identified by the following test implications.
1. The main structure should be located in front of all others in
the complex and face away from them. The other buildings, situated
directly behind or slightly to the side of the main structure, may be
separate units, often arranged in a row, or contiguous units.
2. The axis of these structures is likely to run perpendicular to
the front of the main structure. If lot width is limited these buildings
may lie along the property line.
3. The main structure of a town residence should lie along a
through road.
4. The borders of the property in which the town residence complex
is situated should be demarcated by fences, walls, or a line of contiguous
structures.
5. Evidence of a formal garden arrangement may be present to the
rear of the main structure.
Examining the Spatial

~atterning

at the Kershaw House Site

The excavated area at the Kershaw house site extends north, east,
and south of the Kershaw house structure and to the west as far as the
line of Lyttleton Street. Archeological investigations resulted in the
complete excavation of the area adjacent to the house, totalling over
67,000 square feet, as well as the preliminary exploration of a
peripheral area about twice this size. These excavations uncovered two
types of structural data that are useful in revealing the form of the
past settlement. The first type of evidence consists of the remains of
buildings lying in situ in the ground. Subsurface features, consisting
mainly of pits and postholes, the distribution of which is related to
that of structures, form the second type of data.
In the following discussion these types of data will be used to
reconstruct the settlement form of the Kershaw house site. Because the
means of the date ranges of all features outside the Kershaw house fall
within the last three decades of the eighteenth century, the structural
pattern they reveal is expected to be that of the Kershaw family
occupation prior to and following the Revolutionary War, Although
not all of the structural elements indicated by the archeological
features appear to have been constructed simultaneously, the duration
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of the occupation was so short that most of the structures probably
had overlapping use ranges and may be seen as contemporaneous settlement
elements. The spatial patterning exhibited by the archeological data,
then, may be viewed for the purpose of defining settlement form as a
synchronic phenomenon.
The pattern of structural features at the Kershaw house site is
formed by the remains of five seperate buildings (Fig. 10). First,
the Kershaw house itself is situated at the west end of the structural
complex facing away from the other structures. Behind it, 60 feet to
the northeast, is the brick foundation of the saddlebag house described
earlier (Fig. 24). It is oriented on an axis perpendicular to the front
of the Kershaw house and measures 38.5 x 19.5 feet.
The foundation
which is one and a half bricks thick, is capable of supporting a frame
structure one and a half stories high or a one-story brick building
(Noel Hume 1969: 128). The use of brick fragments and rubble in the
concentration of this foundation suggests that it did not support a
brick structure but rather served as the base for a frame building.
A 14.0 x 14.0 foot structure on a brick foundation was situated
40 feet east of the saddlebag house and is aligned with the axis of that
structure (Fig. 25). Because of the extremely disturbed condition of
this foundation, which consists of little more than a continuous thin
layer of brick rubble at the base of a footing trench, it is not possible
to determine if other structural features are directly associated with
it. The southwest corner of this structure intersects the northeast
diagonal of the palisade trench and is superimposed on it.
Directly south of this foundation lies a brick cellar at a distance
of about 167 feet (Fig. 26). It measures 18.0 x 18.0 feet and contains
a circular unlined well in its floor.
A 3.0 foot wide trench extends
eastward from the base of the southeast corner of the cellar and runs
along the slope of Magazine Hill for a distance of about 140 feet.
Although portions of the cellar's walls have collapsed, this structure
remains largely intact.
Its walls are one and a half bricks thick and
could have supported a frame house up to one and a half stories high
(Noel Hume 1969: 128). Because of the restricted nature of excavations
in the vicinity of this structure, it is not possible to determine if
additional structural features are associated with it.
Nineteen feet northwest of the cellar a square structure measuring

16.0 x 16.0 feet is indicated by the presence of dark grey linear
soil stains. Three postholes approximately 7.0 feet apart are situated
in a line opposite its north wall at a distance of 3.5 feet, suggesting
a shed or lean-to addition in this location (Fig. 27), The palisade
wall trench passes between the wall of this structure and the postholes.
the linear nature of the soil stains suggests that the building was a
log structure, the even-tiered horizontal members of which were placed
directly on the ground. The presence of gaps at the corners of the
north wall suggests the use of either the corner-post (piece sur piece)
or the hog trough methods of corner construction.
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FIGURE 24:

Excavated foundations of the
saddlebag structure viewed from
the southeast.

FIGURE 25:

Archeological remains of the structure intersecting the palisade from
the south.
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FIGURE 26:

FIGURE 27:
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The cellar structure from the west.

Archeological remains of the north portion of
the log structure from the northeast.
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The corner post method of construction involves the placement of
the ends of the horizontal wall members in grooved or mort iced vertical
posts.
The hog trough method would have the horizontal members secured
by spikes or pegs to the two perpendicular sides of a vertical "trough"
of heavy planks with its apex set in the corner. Horizontal construction
with corner posts is generally found in those parts of the United
States contiguous to Canada, however, it also occurs in the Southeast
where it apparently was introduced by German immigrants (Kniffen and
Glassie 1966: 50-51).
The arrangement of the five structures at the Kershaw house site
forms a rectangle 167 feet across and at least 140 feet deep. This
pattern is similar to that described in the farm model except that the
rear of the square of structures is not closed by a range of buildings.
The likelihood of such a range of structures being situated there is
uncertain because the east end of the site has remained largely unexplored
beyond the limits of the palisade trench.
Although the form of the east end of the Kershaw house structural
complex cannot be defined on the basis of structural foundations, its
form and the form of the settlement complex in general may be inferred
from the patterning of other features at the site.
These features fall
into four categories: wells, pits, postholes, and a shallow ditch.
Wells performed the obvious function of supplying drinking water
and would have been situated adjacent to living areas, animal accommodation
areas, and perhaps some processing areas.
Three wells were located at
the Kershaw house site. The first intersects the palisade and lies
43 feet northwest of the saddlebag structure (see Lewis 1975a: 25). The
second is located about 25 feet south of the structure that intersects
the palisade.
It is a square well with postholes on opposite sides which
could have held vertical supports for a windlass support or roof. The
third well is in the floor of the cellar structure. All of the wells
are unlined.
Pits at the Kershaw house site appear to consist chiefly of subterranean deposits of refuse that accumulated as the result of the
site's occupation and their distribution may be assumed to be related
to that of various activities there.
South (1977) has noted that in
British colonial American sites, refuse deposits associated with living
areas tend to be heaviest in the vicinity of the rear entrances of
structures, and it is expected that the occurrence of refuse pits at
the Kershaw house site will follow a similar pattern. An examination
of the archeological data indicates that pit features tend to cluster
in several locations (Fig. 28). The first is in the area directly behind
the Kershaw house and includes six separate pits, some of substantial
size, and four superimposed pits. A group of six superimposed pits and
two contiguous pits lie just north of the saddlebag structure and two
separate pits are situated northeast of it. Three pits are found within
the structure itself. A third group of three pits lies near the structure
intersected by the palisade and four other pits are scattered south of it.
The area around the log structure was only partially excavated and
yielded evidence of , two large pits south of the structure and 14 smaller
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pits in and around it. Unfortunately none of the area surrounding
the cellar was explored and thus it is not known if any pits or other
features are associated with this structure.
The pattern of pit features at the Kershaw house site reveals
clusters to the east of the Kershaw house, to the north of the saddlebag
structure, and to the south of the log structure. If these features
were located to the rear of the structures, the settlement plan indicated
is one in which the main structure faces westward and two structures
behind it face one another.
Postholes account for the largest number of features at the Kershaw
house site. A total of 347 were uncovered and excavated during the
investigations of the palisaded area.
Because information on these
features is incomplete it is not possible to group them into larger patterns
on the basis of physical characteristics such as width and depth.
It
is, however, possible to assume comparability among all of them and
discern spatial patterning from the distribution of all such features.
If we assume that the structural features represented by postholes
include fences, roof supports, and other features arranged in linear
fashion, thpn it should be possible to recognize meaningful patterning
of postholes by noting such linear alignments.
Several linear arrangements of postholes may be discerned (Fig. 29).
These include two parallel rows running east-west from either side of
the Kershaw house to the east line of the palisade wall.
Several
perpendicular rows of postholes appear to connect these alignments. One
east-west row runs from a point south of the saddlebag structure nearly
to the square well. An alignment turns northward from this point and
extends at least as far as the northeast diagonal of the palisade wall.
A north-south alignment extends along the eastern boundary of the
excavated area just inside the east line of the palisade from the southernmost east-west alignment.
It runs along the west wall of the structure
intersected by the palisade, to a point outside of the northern limit
of the excavated area. A short posthole alignment extends northward
from the center of the saddlebag structure and another runs westward
from the northwest corner of that structure. Finally, a roughly
circular post alignment may be observed at the edge of the enclosed
area just east of the Kershaw house.
Numerous other postholes are present in the excavated area,
particularly jn the area behind the Kershaw house. Although it is not
possible to discern precise linear or other geometric arrangements among
them, their general arrangement suggests that th~v served to subdivide
the larger area into smaller enclosures or represent changes or realignment
of the enclosure boundaries through time.
Some may also be remains of
light shelters, racks, or other unsubstantial structures. Other concentrations of postholes occur in the vicinity of the saddlebag structure.
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Plan of activity areas at the Kershaw house
site.
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FIGURE 29:

Diagram of probable posthole alignments at the Kershaw house
site.
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The fourth type of feature is represented by a narrow, linear ditch
located just outside of the northeast diagonal of the palisade. It is
oriented in a north-south direction paralleling the posthole alignment
and extends beyond the limits of the excavations. This feature may
have served as a drainage ditch to collect and redirect runoff from the
top of Magazine Hill.
The following spatial plan for the Kershaw house complex is indicated
by the structural data uncovered in the archeological excavations. The
plan contains a main structure facing westward along a through road.
Behind it are situated four structures in two parallel rows. At least
two of the structures face inward. The area between the two rows of
structures contains evidence of fences laid out so as to subdivide it
into smaller rectangular units and one circular unit, with a passage
running in an east-west direction through the center of the area. The
apparent continuation of the linear fence alignments east of the
excavated area suggests that the structural complex extends beyond
the limit of area investigated in this direction. The absence of
useable archeological data from exploratory excavations east of the
excavated area precludes the evaluation of settlement form here.
On the basis of the archeological evidence for spatial patterning,
the following comparisons may be made regarding the plantation model.
1. The main structure is not in the center of a U-shaped complex
of buildings that are arranged to the sides and front of it. The
area to the front and sides of the Kershaw house has yielded no archeological
evidence of structures, indicating that if other structures were present,
they were situated behind it.
2. The absence of buildings to the sides of the main structure
precludes the presence of the rows of structures predicted in the second
test implication.
3. No dependency structures to the sides or
structure are present at the Kershaw house site.

~he

front of the main

4. Apart from the military palisade, no enclosures are located
to the sides of the main structure.
5. The main structure lies directly on a through road and not at
the terminal end of a branch road.
In summary, the Kershaw house data do not substantiate any of the
test implications for form of the plantation model. For this reason
it is unlikely that this site represents that type of settlement and
it is not necessary to consider the plantation model further in the
analysis of site function.
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A comparison of the Kershaw house site data to the test implications
for spatial patterning of the farm model yields the following results.
1. The main structure is situated along one side of a rectangular
arrangement of structures and faces away from the rectangle.
2. The interior of the rectangle formed by the structures is
subdivided into smaller units by fences. Several alignments of postholes
appear to extend beyond the buildings and may represent portions of
external enclosures.
3. The main structure at the Kershaw house site is situated along
a through road as predicted in this test implication.
In summary, the archeological data substantiate all of the test
implications relating to farm settlement form. On the basis of its
spatial plan the Kershaw house site may be identified as a farm. This
conclusion must, however, be substantiated by an analysis of the
archeological data with regard to the test implications for function
before the nature of the site's past occupation may be confirmed.
A comparison of spatial test implications for the town residence
with the data from the Kershaw house site may be summarized as follows.
1. The main structure is located in front of other smaller
structures on the site; however, the other buildings are not arranged
in a single row and do not comprise a single contiguous unit.
2. The axis of the smalle,r structures is perpendicular to that
of the main structure. The former do not, however, appear to demarcate
the straight line of a boundary.
3.

The main structure lies adjacent to a through road.

4. No evidence of property boundary walls or fences was found on
the site.
5. The area behind the main structure contains no evidence of a
formal garden arrangement.
In summary, the Kershaw house data support some of the test implications
for the town residence model. Several others critical to the identification
of this settlement type cannot be verified, however, making the substantiation of this type doubtful on the basis of settlement plan.
A comparison of the archeological data from the Kershaw house
site with the test implications for form of three different settlement
types haseT1minated one type, the plantation, from further consideration
as that of this site. The test implications for the farm model, on
the other hand, fit the Kershaw house site data very closely and
strongly suggest that the past settlement there fulfilled this function.
The results of a comparison with the implications for the town residence
form are uncertain and only partially support the presence of this
settlement type.
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In the following section the test implications relating to site
function as expressed by the occurrence and distribution of activities will
be examined.
Because the test implications for form suggest that the
Kershaw house settlement may have functioned as a town residence and even
more strongly indicate that it served as a farm, it will be necessary to
examine the functional test implications for both of these occupance forms.

The Examination of Functional Activity Occurrence
at the Kershaw House Site
In the preceding chapter, eight test implications relating to the
functions of farm and town residence settlements have been presented.
Each implication describes the activities associated with the two
settlement types as well as the spatial patterning of activities on the
site.
By cOTIlparing the occurrence and distribution of the archeological
by-products of these activities on the Kershaw house site with the
occurrence and distribution described in the test implications, it should
be possible to recognize the model to which the site conforms most closely,
and thereby assign to the site one of the site functions.
The analysis of site function is based upon artifactual data
recovered from the structures and other features used to define the form
of the settlement. Because archeological material not associated with
such features was not retained, and because features lying adjacent to
some of the structures were only partially explored in the archeological
investigations, these data are assumed to reflect only a portion of
that deposited at the site.
If it is assumed that a structure is the locus of one or more sets
of activities, then it is likely that the by-products of these sets
will be associated with behaviorally significant proveniences centered
around structural remains.
It is possible to define such units on the
basis of those cultural formation processes most likely to have been
significant in the accumulation of the archeological record associated
with eighteenth century structures (see Schiffer and Reid 1975: 253).
These processes consist principally of primary and secondary refuse
deposition, as well as that resulting from abandonment and loss (see
Schiffer 1972: 161, 1975a: 6-8), and are related directly to the
differential occurrence of archeological materials inside a structure
and in the area surrounding it.
Based upon archeological data from Brunswick Town, North Carolina,
South (1977: Ill; personal communication) has demonstrated that marked
differences occur in the frequency relationships of various classes
of artifacts, specifically those relating to food preparation and
consumption, architecture, and if present, specialized activities,
when the archeological materials recovered from the inside of structural
ruins are compared with those found in the surrounding yard areas.
Perhaps the most dramatic differences are the marked increase in food
preparation and consumption artifacts outside where deliberate discard
seems to have taken place and the increase of specialized activity
artifacts inside the structure where they would probably have accumulated
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as the primary refuse of those activities or as the result of loss or
abandonment. The increased frequency of architectural artifacts inside
a structure reflects the accumulation of abandonment debris from the
structure itself. Closely related to the differential distribution
of refuse is the disposal pattern of organic waste, particularly bone,
in areas peripheral to a structure.
South (1977: 179-182) has shown
that the ratio of bone to all other artifacts increases with the
relative distance of the refuse deposit from a structure.
In general, interior deposition includes the primary refuse of
activities associated with that structure as well as architectural and
other debris that accumulated as the result of abandonment. Exterior
deposition consists of some primary refuse, but is mainly secondary
refuse removed from the area where the activity took place and redeposited
elsewhere. The by-products of loss are likely to be associated with
both interior and exterior areas.
Each behaviorally significant unit,
or activity area, consists of both the structure and its immediate
surrounding area. Archeologically these areas may be defined at the
Kershaw house by the presence of a structural ruin and a cluster of
affiliated pit features.
In order to conduct a comparative study of
functional variation among structurally based activity areas, it is
necessary that each area employed in the analysis consist of an
adequate sample of cultural material obtained from both types of features.
Another factor relating to the comparability between archeological
areas is the physical nature of the features within that area and the
manner in which it is likely to have affected the deposition of cultural
material. Most activity sets may be expected to contain, for the most
part, the by-products of activities centered there. Certain types of
structural features, such as cellars and wells, become natural collecting
areas after they are no longer in use, for secondary refuse generated
elsewhere (Noel Hume 1969: 144). As a result, the archeological material
from such features reflects not only a portion of the activity set once
centered there, but also parts of many other activity sets located
elsewhere (South 1977: 179; Schiffer 1975b: 64-65).
With these observations about the nature of the archeological record
in mind, it is possible to make the following statements concerning
the measurement of intrasite functional variability at the Kershaw
house site. First, utilizing the five structural ruins as assumed
activity loci, activity areas may be estimated by grouping each of them
with those features whose distances are less to that structure than to
all others.
Five such activity areas have been delimited at the Kershaw
house site (Fig. 28).
Secondly, of the five activity areas, only three (the Kershaw
house, the saddlebag structure, and the structure intersected by the
palisade) include both structural remains and an adequate sample of
external features.
These are labeled areas 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 28).
The remaining two areas consist of only structural remains.
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Thirdly, the cellar, as a subterranean feature, presumably was
filled with secondary refuse following its abandonment. This material
does not appear to be stratigraphically separable from that accumulated
during the time of the structure's use, making the cellar's use dubious
in a comparison of intrasite variation.
In summary, the Kershaw house site has been broken down into five
activity areas, each of which is based upon the occurrence of a
structural ruin and those features lying in close proximity to it.
Each of these areas is assumed to represent the locus of a single,
although not necessarily discrete, activity set related to the structure.
Three of the five areas were found to contain archeological remains which
were comparable on the basis of their similar nature of deposition.
Each represents the outside deposition of secondary refuse as well
as the accumulation of primary refuse, architectural debris, and
other artifacts accumulating within the structure as the result of
abandonment and loss. The other two areas lack an adequate sample
of material outside the structure and one, a cellar, contains a
large quantity of material not related to its occupation. These
two areas do, however, exhibit architectural characteristics which
undoubtedly relate to their past functions and they will be included
with the other areas in the architectural analysis of site function.
The first three areas will serve as the data base for examining the
functional test implications of the farm and town residence models on
the basis of non-architectural material evidence.

Architectural Evidence for the Settlement Models

Architectural remains, unlike the other artifacts at the site,
retain much of their form and spatial orientation intact. Although
the form of a structure is not always related directly to entire activity
sets centered there, it often exhibits characteristics that either
identify in a general way the broad types of activity, or at least
preclude the occurrence of certain other types of activity that could
have been carried out there. Direct associations between form and
function have already been made in this report relevant to the site as
a whole and to the Kershaw house in particular. Based on analogy
with comparative data, the following functional statements about
structural form may be made regarding the farm model.
1. The main structure has been identified as a living area of a
type associated with high status individuals in the southern British
North American colonies.
2.
The prediction that structures devoted to animal accommodation,
repair and processing, and storage should form a hollow, inward-facing
rectangle to the rear of the house has been partially confirmed by a
study of the site's plan alone. The layout of the Kershaw house site
contains four structures in addition to the house itself. The
activities associated with them are revealed in a general way by their
architectural form.
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The first of the structures forms the locus of Activity Area 2
(Fig. 28). It consists of the brick foundation of a saddlebag structure.
Its location just behind the house and the fact that it alone of all
the outbuildings possesses a large, central hearth suggests that it
served as a kitchen. Newton (1971: 7) has associated this form with
quarters when found in the context of a large plantation, and with
individual dwellings when found alone. Noel Hume (1969: 138), however,
has stated that when found in association with a large house in an
eighteenth century context such structures are likely to have been
kitchens. Comparative archeological evidence indicates that separate
kitchen structures were generally situated just to the rear of larger
dwellings.
In Marlborough, Stafford County, Virginia, ca. 1731
(Watkins 1968: 101-105); the Price house (South 1970: 27); the Fox
house, Lexington County, South Carolina, 1835 (Polhemus 1972; 99); and
the Waite house, Camden, South Carolina, 1833, for example, the
kitchens are located in this position.
In all but one, the kitchen is
located nearest the left rear corner of the house as is the saddlebag
structure at the Kershaw house.
The structure in Activity Area 3 (Fig. 28) consists only of the
base of a square brick foundation.
There is no evidence indicating
the presence of a hearth or other structural features. The structure
likely to have left a foundation of this type is the smokehouse.
Noel Hume (1969: 138-139) describes such structures as tightly closed
boxes resting on light brick foundations. Within the smokehouse meats
were hung on hooks over a smoking fire that was contained in a shallow
brick or stone-lined firebox in the floor.
Often the latter is of
such a shallow nature that no trace of it is left in the archeological
record.
Several comparative archeological examples of smokehouses exist,
of which the following are a sample. These include the Fox house;
the Palmer-Marsh house, Bath, North Carolina, ca. 1769 (South 1965b);
the Chapman-Taylor house, New Bern, North Carolina ca. 1800 (South
1962); the Waite house; Marlborough (1~atkins 1968: 107-109); and the
Judge Maurice Moore house, Brunswick Town, North Carolina, ca. 1759
(South 1963; 16-21). The smokehouse at the Judge Maurice Moore house
was a frame structure resting on a stone foundation 9.5 feet square.
This structure was connected by a brick-lined tunnel to a separate
firebox about 7.5 feet away. The foundations of this structure lie
directly behind those of the house. The Marlborough smokehouse was
larger, measuring 18.3 x 18.6 feet, and like the Brunswick Town
example had a separate firebox connected by a tunnel. It was a frame
structure resting on a brick rubble foundation located to the rear of
the house on the right side. The Palmer-Marsh house smokehouse is
situated to the rear and left of the house and measures 13 feet square.
The Fox house smokehouse was located directly behind the house, but its
dimensions and method of construction are uncertain. The smokehouse
at the Chapman-Taylor house is a rectangular brick structure 10 x 20
feet in size, situated to the left rear of the house. The Waite
house smokehouse is a frame structure on a brick foundation lying to
the left rear of the house.
It measures 12 feet square.
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Th e :;tructure in Act:vity Area 4 (Fig. 26) is the only one of the
five on the site that was not constructed with a brick foundation
It is a roughly square log structure with an overhang supported by
three posts and does not contain a hearth.
Several small pit features
inside it may mark the positions of vertical supports or partitions.
Its plan and method of construction are not associated with a specific
functional structure type. Rather, they may be found in a variety of
outbuildings ranging from small crib barns (see Sloane 1967: 27;
Glassie 1968: 90-91) to various types of sheds, all of which may be
linked generally to a storage function although repair and processing
facilities may also have been housed there.
Finally, the fifth area is characterized by the presence of a
cellar with a well in its floor, suggesting that it was constructed as
a ground cellar.
Ground cellars were constructed for the cold storage
of food and often included an internal well within which items might
be suspended for cooling.
Comparative examples of both lined and unlined ground cellars
are not uncommon in the archeological literature; however, few examples
of such structures associated with wells have been reported.
One such
cellar well was uncovered in the ruin of Russellborough, the governors'
home in Brunswick Town, North Carolina, built in the 1760's. Here a
brick-lined well was situated in the northwest room of the house cellar,
an area that apparently served as a wine cellar and dairy. The well
is believed to have been used to cool perishables suspended in it in
sealed containers (South 1967).
Several cellars could be built either below an above ground
structure or by themselves (Sloane 1967: 73). The cellar at the
Kershaw house site appears to provide the foundation for a standing
structure from which entry to the cellar was gained by means of an
internal stairway or ladder. The function of the trench running
eastward from the cellar is uncertain.
It could have served to drain
water from the cellar during or after its construction. The virtual
absence of erosion on the trench walls and silt deposits at its base
suggest that it did not serve as an open drain for any length of time.
The sandy composition of its fill, however, would have allowed it to
function as an aquifer to drain water from a cellar excavated in nearly
impermeable clay (Strickland 1976: 21).
The inward orientation of the structures is revealed by their
association with concentrations of refuse pits. Because the intensive
deposition of refuse in the area just to the rear of a structure was a
common pattern on British colonial American sites, the location of refuse
features should reveal the orientation of adjacent structures found
in an archeological context on such sites.
Figure 28 illustrates the
relationship of structures and trash pit features at the Kershaw house
site.
Concentrations of trash pit features are associated with the
structures in Areas 1, 2, and 4 and indicate that the latter two faced
one another \-lhile the other, the Kershaw house, faced away from them.
Only scattered pits are present in the vicinity of the Area 3 structure
and the area around the structure in Area 5 was not explored archeologically.
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3. The occurrence of spatially overlapping activities is difficult
to observe on the basis of architecture alone, because architectural
remains do not represent the by-product of the activities performed
there. They instead indicate only the structure's potential use by
revealing architectural elements that are associated with specific types
of activities or are so commonly employed that they reflect no particular
activity. The architectural evidence at the Kershaw house site reveals
a potential overlapping of activities in two of the- five structures.
The specialized structures at the site have been identified as
a living area, an area associated with the preparation of food, a meat
processing area, and a cold storage area for perishables. The structure
in Area 2 that was identified as a kitchen could also have served as the
locus for other domestic-related activities such as the quartering of
servants, laundering, spinning, and storage. The log structure in Area
4 is a generalized type of building that could have been used for storage
of agricultural products as well as the housing of repair and processing
activities not requiring the use of a hearth.
4. The fourth test implication predicts that outdoor animal
accommodation areas will be present in the area enclosed by the
outbuildings behind the main structure. These are most likely to
consist of pens, corrals, or other open enclosures. Such areas are
evidenced at the Kershaw house site by the posthole alignments situated
to the east of the main house (Fig. 29). The alignments reveal two
large, rectangular areas that appear to be subdivided into smaller units
lying directly in line with the house. At the west end of the west
area is a rectangular alignment with a linear extension leading from
it to the north edge of the larger enclosure. Several posthole
alignments on the north side of the area enclosed by the outbuildings
appear to enclose portions of this area. An alignment extending
northward from the eastern edge of the rectangular enclosure behind the
Kershaw house may represent the edge of a larger enclosure to the east
or may have served to demarcate the eastern border of the yard area.
In general, this area is characterized by an absence of other types of
features. Only behind the Kershaw house in the western section of the
large rectangular enclosure is a cluster of pits present.
A comparison of these alignments with the layout of open animal
enclosures on eighteenth century farms (Fig. 22) reveals that the large
rectangular areas are similar to those used to contain sheep, cattle,
horses, and other large stock. The enclosures were usually constructed
near the structures in which the animals were housed and served as
collecting areas for manure. The enclosures were often subdivided in
order to segregate stock. Smaller, specialized enclosures were also
present on farms of this period. The most distinctive form is that of
piggeries which were often constructed in a circular or oval shape.
These, together with small, rectangular shaped poultry enclosures, were
situated near the rear of the house in order to facilitate the feeding
of household refuse to these animals (Nigel 1970: 79). The smaller
enclosure at the west end of the Kershaw house yard corresponds to the
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form and location of the eighteenth century farm piggery and could have
served that purpose there.
In addition, some of the smaller enclosures
on the site may represent poultry yards.
The positions of wells are not as critical to the plan of the
farm as are those of the structures, however, it was recommended
practice to place wells used to water stock and process agricultural
products within the area enclosed by the farm buildings. The square well
at the Kershaw house site is situated in the northeast corner of the
area and would have been accessible to both large enclosed areas via the
open strip between them (Fig. 29).
In summary, the four test implications for the farm model of site
function have been used to examine the architectural data at the Kershaw
house site. The Kershaw house has been identified as a high status
dwelling and the structures situated near it exhibit the characteristics
of buildings associated with processing, repair, and storage activities.
Animal accomodation areas are represented only by outside enclosures.
The presence of overlapping activities is suggested by structures of
multi-purpose and non-specialized design. Each of the test implications
of the farm model is supported by the architectural data, and on the
basis of this evidence, the past settlement at the Kershaw house site
appears to have been a farm.
Several formal characteristics of the town residence model are
indicated by an examination of the plan of the Kershaw house site.
In
order to explore further the possibility that the site represents the
remains of this type of settlement, it is necessary to examine the
architectural evidence found there with regard to the functional
test implications for the town residence settlement.

1. The Kershaw house, the site's main structure, has been shown
to exhibit the architectural characteristics of a high status dwelling.
2. Evidence of secondary living areas is present in the saddlebag
structure in Area 2.
This structure, though principally a kitchen,
exhibits an architectural form also found in servants quarters and
could have served as a living area for those servants attached to the
main house. As predicted, this building lies to the rear of the main
structure.
3. Animal accommodation areas are present at the Kershaw house
site as described in the discussion of the farm model. These, however,
appear to be outside enclosures only and do not consist of structures
as would be the case in a town residence settlement. Likewise no
structures of a size large enough to accommodate vehicles used in
transportation are present at the Kershaw house site.

(the
town
that
than

The presence of at least two agricultural processing structures
smokehouse and the ground cellar) not normally associated with a
residence, as well as the occurrence of extensive enclosures, suggest
the settlement at the Kershaw house site fulfilled functions other
those associated with the restricted role of the town residence.
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Only the presence of a high status occupation and the presence of
secondary living areas behind the main structure argue that the Kershaw
house site represents the remains of a town residence settlement. The
apparent absence of animal accommodation and vehicle storage structures
together with the presence of agricultural processing and livestock
enclosure areas do not support the hypothesis that the settlement once
performed this function. Thus, the architectural data at the Kershaw
house site imply that the Kershaw house did not serve as a town
residence in Camden.
The architectural data, it must be remembered, represent only a
portion of the total archeological record from the Kershaw house site
and, therefore, do not constitute the only means of determining site
function. It will be necessary to confirm the conclusions based upon
the architectural evidence by analyzing the artifacts that comprise
the remainder of the archeological record and which represent the
by-products of the actual activities carried out at the Kershaw
house settlement.
Artifactual Evidence for the Settlement Models
Three of the five activity areas at the Kershaw house site may be
examined in terms of the test implications for the farm and town residence
models. Areas 1, 2, and 3 are assumed on the basis of the extent to
which they are represented archeologically to possess comparable byproducts of past activities. The differences among these by-products
should refelct the variation in activities that will, in turn, reflect
site function. Unlike the architectural remains, the artifacts
associated with an area represent only a portion of the artifacts
originally deposited in the archeological record. The discard, during
excavation, of archeological materials located in the plow zone has
resulted in the destruction of a significant part of the remains of
past activities at the site. For this reason, it is expected that
a great deal of potential information on intrasite variability,
especially that reflected by artifacts occurring in low frequencies
or deposited on the surface as primary refuse, has been lost. It is
anticipated that because several of the artifact classes grouped under
the four activity categories in Table 3 are characterized by such
artifacts, it will not be possible to identify all of these activities
at the Kershaw house site. The analysis of the two sets of test
implications must, therefore, be confined to dealing with those
functional classes of data sufficiently large to be identifiable in
the archeological record.
The analysis of the artifactual remains at the Kershaw house site
is intended to discover functional distinctions between the areas
defined at the site. Because of the expected overlap among the activity
sets that were present in these areas, it is not anticipated that
the archeological by-products of those activities by area will comprise
discrete assemblages. Rather, the functional distinctions between
areas are more likely to be reflected by differences in the proportional
occurrence of those artifacts most closely associated with particular
activities or types of activities. It is expected that the relationships
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between such functionally significant artifact categories will indicate
those activities predominant in different areas and thus form the
basis for discerning activity patterning at the site. For this reason
it is necessary to examine the functional test implications of the two
models in terms of a series of statements, each of which deals with an
expected relationship between certain of these artifact categories.
A comparison of the frequencies of occurrence by area of nine
functional artifact classes is illustrated in Table 4.
Of three classes
it will be noted that 1-5 are generally associated with living areas,
6 may be found in structures housing a variety of activities, and 7, 8
and 9 represent the three specialized activities dealt with in the models.
It should also be obvious that, of the nine classes, only the first six
and the ninth occur in substantial numbers in the three activity areas
examined. The low frequencies of classes 7 and 8 indicate that the byproducts of the activities they represent are not present in the
archeological material from the Kershaw house site and, therefore,
adequate evidence for inferring these specialized activities is not
available in the data.
TABLE 4
FREQUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF FUNCTIONAL ARTIFACT CLASSES BY AREA
Artifact Counts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Artifact Percentages

Area
1

Area
2

Area
3 Totals

Area
1

Area
2

Area
3

Cooking and eating
Faunal remains
Furniture hardware
Personal items
Window glass
Building hardware
Animal accommodation
Agricultural artifacts
Storage

3834
1454
33
138
1484
2503
4
5
14

726
1344
147
98
620
0
0
42

407
862
0
32
99
152
0
1
44

4965
3660
44
317
1681
3275
4
6
100

40.5
15.4
.3
1.4
16.7
26.5
.1
.1
.1

24.3
45.0
.3
4.9
3.3
20.7
0
0
1.4

25.5
54.0
0
2.0
6.2
9.5
0
0
2.8

Totals

9469

2988

1597

14054

101.1

99.9

100.0

11

In order to distinguish specialized activity areas from living
areas, it will be necessary to break down these activity classes into
smaller groups. These groups should be composed of those artifacts that
are assumed to be sensitive to the distinction between domestic and nondomestic activities as well as an overlapping between the two.
In the
following discussion various artifact groups will be compared in order
to measure those variables significant to the two sets of test implications.
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1. Because the Kershaw house, as an eighteenth century mansion, is
expected to have had a separate kitchen, the activities associated with
food preparation may be assumed to have been spatially distinct from those
related to food consumption. A lower frequency of artifacts representing
the former group is expected to characterize the living area, in this
case the main structure, while a higher frequency of food consumption
items is expected there. In the kitchen, a specialized activity area,
the opposite relationship between these two artifact groups is anticipated.
Areas of other specialized activity are expected to exhibit a lower
total frequency of both food preparation and food 'consumption artifacts.
A comparison of Areas 1, 2, and 3 by percentage frequencies of
artifacts used in food preparation versus those used in food consumption
is shown in Figure 30. It indicates the hypothesized relationship
between the two artifact groups in Areas 1 and 2 and identifies them
as a living area and kitchen respectively. The lower frequencies
of both groups of artifacts in Area 3 suggest that it contained a
specialized activity.
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Consumption and Food Preparation artifacts in Areas 1, 2
and 3.

2. The distribution of faunal remains is likely to be directly
related to the function of an area either as a locus of food consumption
or of food preparation and processing. South (1977: 179) has noted that
faunal remains are usually deposited at a distance from living areas
because of their odors. Other areas where such items were used,
stored, or processed would also have been associated with faunal
remains, yet because they were not living areas the disposal of such
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material would probably have been heavier and in closer proximity to the
structure.
It is predicted that in areas in which faunal material
accumulated as a by-product of the activities carried out there, living
areas will exhibit a lower frequency of occurrence than areas of food
processing or storage. Areas not containing activities related to food
production, however, are likely to exhibit an absence of faunal material.
A comparison of the percentage frequencies of faunal remains in
Areas 1, 2, and 3 reveals frequencies of 15.4%, 45%, and 54% respectively
for these areas. This implies that Area 1 has the greatest likelihood
of being a living area while areas of food storage or processing are
represented by Areas 2 and 3.
3. Hine bottles in the eighteenth century were primarily used
as vessels for storing, serving, and decanting beverages rather than as
containers in which such beverages were shipped from manufactuere to
user.
Because the heaviest use, and consequently breakage, of bottles
would have been associated with living areas, it is expected that the
g reatest rate of discard would also have occurred there.
For this reason
it is expected that areas characterized by the greatest relative
occurrence of wine bottle fragments in the archeological record will
be living areas, while those areas with a lower proportion or an absence
of such artifacts \vill represent centers of other sorts of activity.
An examination of the relative percentage frequencies of wine
bottle glass to all other artifacts in the three activity areas at the
Kershaw house site indicates that the former comprises 9.1% of the total
artifacts in Area 1, while in Areas 2 and 3 this percentage drops to
6.5 % and 5.7% respectively.
The relatively larger frequency of wine
bottle glass in Area 1 suggests that this area is more likely to have
been a living area than the other two areas.
4.
Structures used as living areas would have constituted the
principal depository for the class of artifacts collectively termed
furniture hardware.
Unlike many types of artifacts, furniture is a
durable item that is not likely to have been broken and discarded, or
to have entered the archeological record, at a high and constant rate.
Consequently, the percentage frequency of furniture hardware to other
artifacts in the archeological record may be assumed to be quite low
on any site. The spatially restricted use of such artifacts, however,
would nearly preclude their occurrence in areas that lacked a domestic
occupation. Areas of specialized, nondomestic activity, then, should
be characterized by a near absence of furniture hardware in the
archeological record.
A comparison of the percentage frequencies of furniture hardware
to all other artifacts in Areas 1, 2, and 3 reveals that in Areas 1
and 2 this artifact class comprises about 0.3% of the total artifacts.
It is absent in Area 3. On the basis of this observation, it appears
that living areas were present in Areas 1 and 2 but not Area 3.
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5. Of the structures that served as living areas in a settlement,
it is likely that the one inhabited by high status individuals have
generated a discard composed of a greater proportion of high status
artifacts than would have those living areas occupied by servants, slaves,
or other persons of lower socioeconomic status. An inspection of the
archeological remains of the three areas at the Kershaw house site is
expected to reveal a higher frequency of high status artifacts in the
living area of the site occupied by upper status persons, and a lower
occurrence or absence of such items in living areas of persons of
lower status and in specialized activity areas.
A list of upper status items recovered from the Kershaw house
site by area appears in Table 5. It clearly shows a preponderance of
high status items to be associated with Area 1, while fe\1T or none were
recovered from the other two areas. On the basis of the marked
differential occurrence of these artifacts, it seems probable that Area 1
represents the high status living area at the site while occupations
by lower status persons may have been present in the other two areas.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF HIGH STATUS ARTIFACT OCCURRENCE BY AREA
Area 2

Area 1
10
Stemware fragments
Porcelain buttons
1
1
Silver ornament plate
Etched glass fragments 2
1
Silver plated objects
3
Silver buttons
1
Wig curlers
Total artifacts

19

Area 3
3

0

3

6. Closely related to the status of the site's occupants is their
use of the ceramics collectively termed "Colono-Indian" \lTares (Noel Hume
1962). These ceramics represent the reproduction of European and possibly
African vessel forms utilizing aboriginal American ceramic technology.
They were manufactured and marketed by various Indian peoples in eastern
North America who were overwhelmed in the initial period of European
expansion and seem to represent an economic adaptation to the colonial
system that had engulfed them (Baker 1972: 16). Two functions have
generally been ascribed to Colono-Indian pottery. The first is that it
was an inexpensive ware manufactured for use by lower status persons,
primarily slaves (Noel Hume 1962: 12). The second is that Colono-Indian
ware was a pottery used by all segments of colonial society as a
secondary ware in general but as a preferred ware for the preparation
of certain foods (Baker 1972: 16).
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If both these statements are true, at least in part, the appearance
of Colono-Indian ware in the archeological record should indicate the
existence of food preparation and processing activities as well as the
presence of persons of lower economic status.
Changes in the relative
frequency occurrence of this artifact in different parts of the site
should indicate the extent to which these two characteristics are present.
In the case of an upper status dwelling with separate kitchen, it is
predicted that Colono-Indian ceramics will occur in greatest quantities
in the refuse of the kitchen and other structures devoted to food
preparation.
Living areas occupied by servants would also be expected
to exhibit a higher frequency of this artifact than would the residence
of the owner.
The main structure, lacking both food preparation and
lower status living areas, is expected to contain the lowest relative
frequency of Colono-Indian pottery.
An examination of the percentage frequency of Colono-Indian ceramics
to all other ceramics in the three areas of the Kershaw house site reveals
that the occurrence of this artifact varies greatly across the site.
It comprises 3.5 % of the total ceramics in Area 1, 9.7% of the ceramics
in Area 2, and 21.2 % of them in Area 3. This suggests that the least
amount of food preparation and the highest status occupation took place
in Area 1, the Kershaw house.
Area 2, and especially Area 3, are more
likely to have served as food preparation and processing areas and to
have housed persons of lower status.

7.
Finally, the extent to which storage activities were carried
out within a settlement complex should be reflected by the relative
degree to which artifacts falling in this class occur throughout the
site.
It is anticipated that storage related artifacts will have their
highest frequency of occurrence in structures that did not serve as
living areas and that they would be present in increasingly lesser
frequencies in structures that served to an increasingly larger degree
as living areas.
p~ examination of the three areas at the Kershaw house site shows
that the percentage frequency of storage related artifacts to all other
artifacts is low throughout the site. The frequency is lowest (0.1%)
in Area 1; it increases to 1.4% in Area 2, and 2.8% in Area 3.

In summary, a comparison of the relative frequencies of a variety
of functionally significant artifact groups in the three activity areas
of the Kershaw house site suggests that Area 1, the Kershaw house,
represents the remains of a high status living area where storage and
food preparation and processing activities occurred to a lesser extent
than in the other two areas examined. Area 3, on the other hand,
appears to have been the locus of storage and processing activities as
well as the preparation of food.
Area 2, the saddlebag structure, seems
to reflect a mixture of the types of activities found in the other two
areas and presumably served a multipurpose function as a lower status
living area as well as one devoted in part to food preparation, processing,
and storage.
The overlapping of activities is evidenced by the distribution
throughout the site of artifacts representing nearly all of the groups
discussed.
This overlapping is clearly discernible in the results of
a discriminant analysis, which indicates the presence of a shared
activity among four of the five areas at the Kershaw house site.
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Although the artifacts utilized in the functional analysis of
the Kershaw house site represent the archeological record of only a
portion of that site, they reveal evidence that indicates the presence
of living areas and specialized activity areas as well as an overlapping
of activities between both. In this respect the artifactua1 data
support the test implications of the farm model. The test implications
for the town residence model, on the other hand, are not supported by
this evidence. Although the existence of living areas occupied by
groups of differential status is indicated, the presence of areas
where processing and storage activities were predominant suggests that
the function of the settlement complex was more diversified than that
of a town residence. In short, an examination of the artifactua1
material recovered from the Kershaw house site supports the conclusion
that the site represents the remains of an eighteenth century farm complex.
Summary
In this discussion the archeological data recovered from the Kershaw
house site have been analyzed through the use of three comparative
settlement models: the plantation, the farm, and the town residence.
Test implications for each of the models were developed specifying
the expected form the archeological data would take to identify both
the formal and functional characteristics of each settlement type. In
terms of its spatial plan the site conforms to the farm model most
closely. The farm function inferred from the settlement layout is
supported by the results arrived at through analyses of structure
centered activity areas with regard to the functional implications of
architectural form as well as artifactua1 content.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This report has attempted to integrate the available documentary
and archeological data relating to the past occupations of the site
of the Kershaw house in Camden in order to ascertain the nature of the
historic structural complex that existed there. Historical documents
indicate that this site was occupied by a mansion constructed in the late
1770s by Joseph Kershaw, a frontier merchant and entrepreneur in colonial
South Carolina. Shortly after its completion the house was used as a headquarters by the commander of the British force that occupied Camden for
a year during the American Revolution. After the war it served as a home
for the Kershaw family, an orphan house, and again as a residence prior
to its abandonment and subsequent destruction at the close of the Civil War.
Because documentary sources provide only a few clues to the actual
form and function of the past occupations of the site, it has been necessary
to examine the archeological record in order to investigate these questions.
In order to interpret the archeological data three models have been
employed, each of which specifies a separate functional settlement type
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that could have characterized the site's past occupations. The settlement
types consist of the plantation, the farm, and the town residence. Each
exhibits a different overall form, contains different types of structures,
and is associated with some different activities that reflect the
particular function of the site as a whole.
Archeological investigations have uncovered the discernible remains
of the Kershaw house and four outbuildings situated to the rear of it.
Their physical arrangement has made it possible to tentatively identify
the site as that of a farm.
An examination of the architecture of
individual structures has revealed that the outbuildings and enclosures
at the Kershaw house site could have functioned as loci for the four
activity categories associated with farm settlements: human habitation,
animal accommodation, repair and processing, and storage.
Subsequent
to the analysis of the structural data, associated artifactual data were
analyzed with regard to the hypothesized site functions.
Because of
the manner in which the site was excavated, the artifact samples from
only three of the five activity areas associated with structures were
judged to be adequately representative of the material by-products of
past activities in those areas.
The analysis of this small sample,
however, did yield evidence indicating the presence of those activities
associated with a farm settlement, thus supporting the conclusions
derived from the site layout and architecture.
Archeological evidence revealed that the Kershaw house was used
over a much longer span of time than the outbuildings associated with
it. While the house and many of the outbuildings appear to have been
constructed at about the same time, the house was occupied for perhaps
90 years.
The outbuildings and other structural features seem to have
been used only into the first few years of the nineteenth century,
indicating that the site served as a farm only during the Kershaw
period which ended with the purchase of the house as an orphan house
in 1805. The archeological data indicate that the Kershaw house
itself was abandoned around 1840 and clear evidence exists for the
building's destruction by fire.
The British military occupation of the Kershaw house site is
indicated most obviously by the presence of a palisade fortification
designed to enclose the house and its immediate area. Military
artifacts occur at the site but appear to be mostly associated with
post-war refuse deposits. No archeological features were uncovered,
with the exception of the palisade, that could definitely be assigned
to the military occupation of the site. The absence of military
features is very likely due to the fact that either domestic military
refuse is generally not distinguishable from that resulting from a
civilian occupation, or that the military trash deposits were of a
shallow nature and, because materials from the upper layer of the
site were discarded during the excavation, these artifacts were not
recovered archeologically.
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Reference has been made in this report to the inadequacy of the
archeological data for the interpretation of certain aspects of the past
settlement at the Kershaw House site. This situation is largely the
result of the research strategy under which the archeological excavations
were undertaken and the nature of the goals the excavations were intended
to attain. During the five years that archeological work was conducted
at the Kershaw house site, research goals were architecturally-oriented
and of a general descriptive nature. They appear to have been designed only
to ascertain the size of the site and the existence of architectural and
other features on it (Calmes 1968: 15; Strickland 1971: 66, 1976;
1, 2, 3). The research strategy employed failed to integrate these
descriptive goals into a larger explanatory framework within which
questions might have been posed regarding the past function of the site
or the relationships between its component parts. The archeological
data this strategy generated were, consequently, not relevant to such
questions.
In archeology the phase of data collection is of crucial significance
not only because of the extremely altered condition of much of the
archeological record, but also because that record is irreplaceable
once it is removed from its original context. It is important that
specific research problems be formulated before the collection phase
begins so that data relating to them may be gathered and data not
relevant to the research goals be left undisturbed. If specific
research problems are not framed at this point, it is likely that
subsequent excavation will be unguided and that the interpretation of
the material recovered will be limited. The absence of specific
research goals during the excavation phase at the Kershaw house
site reflects the lack of an overall integrated archeological research
design that would have permitted more precise, problem-oriented
work to have been conducted there.
Despite the problems inherent in the Kershaw house data, it has
been possible to ascertain the basic function of the site as a whole
as well as of the several activity areas within it. This information
can, in turn, be used as the basis for a tentative reconstruction of
the site as it appeared in the period following the Revolution when
it presumably served as a farm. Figure 31 illustrates the site as
viewed from the east. In the background is the Kershaw house itself
with the saddlebag structure, presumably a kitchen and servants'
quarters, to the right of it. Moving clockwise around the toft area
are the smokehouse, a well, the ground cellar, and the log structure.
Within the toft is a series of enclosures for stock. The area in
the foreground of the structural complex is purposefully left blank
because this area has not been examined archeo10gica11y. It is possible
that structures were placed here to form an enclosed yard as is common
in farms of this period.
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FIGURE 31:

Conjectural view of the Kershaw house site as it appeared about 1790.

At present, the Kershaw house is being reconstructed as it probably
existed during the British occupation of 1780-1781. The current
project includes both the rebuilding of the mansion and the surrounding
palisade wall. In that none of the other s1Cructural features are
definitely associated with this period and ~nsufficient information
exists to reconstruct them, it is not recommended that other structures
be erected as part of this exhibit. Rather, the brick foundations of
the saddlebag structure and the ground cellar may be stabilized and
capped to serve as interpretive exhibits reflecting the farm phase
of the site's occupation. If the ground cellar_ is to be left open,
its walls will have to be rebuilt and capped and provisions made for
draining the structure.* The smokehouse and log structure would be
difficult to stabilize because of the absence of substantial foundations,
the insubstantial construction materials used in the buildings, and
their proximity to the reconstructed palisade wall. These two structures
and the two wells may be best interpreted through the use of explanatory
markers. Perhaps the most difficult feature~to interpret are the
fenced enclosures within the toft. Because their exact positions
are uncertain they may best be indicated by markers describing their
presence and general locations.
Archeological investigations did not explore the area just outside
the east line of the palisade, an area that comparative historical
information suggests may have contained additional structures related
to the Kershaw house complex. If an attempt is made to interpret
the farm phase of the site's occupation, further archeological
excavations should be conducted in this area to investigate the presence
and functional nature of structural features here. Because of
the extensive nature of the Kershaw house site, it is possible that
the eighteenth century occupation of Magazine Hill reached beyond
the limits of the excavated area. For this reason it is imperative
that any development of this portion of the Camden site be preceded
by archeological investigations to insure that no evidence of past
settlement is destroyed.
In summary, the Kershaw house site represents the remains of a
structural complex that stood on Magazine Hill for nearly a century.
Serving variously as a residence, a fortified headquarters, an orphan
house, and a storehouse, the archeological record obtained from the
site has yielded information not only relating to the settlement's
changing form but also increasing our knowledge of settlements of
this type in general in British colonial North America.

*For examples of stabilization of historic structures see Bullock
(1976), Torraca (1976), Manucy (1962), and South (1965c).
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PALMETTO PARAPETS
by Stanley South
(355pp.+xvii; 63 figs. - December 1974)
"Palmetto Parapets" is Stanley South's report on the exploratory archeological
investigations at the site of the first Fort Moultrie on Sullivan's Island, South Carolina.
Historical documentation indicates that this first fort was built in 1776 for South
Carolina forces and was captured by the British in 1780, before it was abandoned in 1782.
The National Park Service contract under which South was working called for the excavations simply to locate the site of the first Fort Moultrie. This goal was accomplished,
but the report goes several steps further. South also contributes to the understanding
of the broad pattern of late eighteenth and nineteenth century culture and he examines
the methodology used in historic sites archeology and develops new tools for future use.
While historical documents are extensively used and the features of nonmaterial
behavior are considered to be fundamental, the substance of this investigation is "things"
as they were used. In the first volume of Anthropological Studies, South is not doing
history and he not doing sociology or ethnology, he is involved with archeology.
Reflected throughout this report is the fundamental premise that the material culture
of human beings is patterned and that archeological interpretation is founded upon the
explanation of this pattern.
CAMDEN: A FRONTIER TOWN
by Kenneth Lewis
(193pp.+xvi; 53 figs.; 11 tables - October 1976)
Camden, South Carolina in the eighteenth century was truly a frontier town. It
marked the early expansion of British settlement into the Carolina backcountry, and soon
became the hub of political, social, and economic activity in the interior. In 1780,
when Charleston fell to the British, Camden became a strong link in the chain of inland
posts set up to serve the British in the colony. The town reached its peak as an economic
center at the close of the eighteenth century and then declined as the frontier expanded.
In his report on the archeological investigations at Camden, Kenneth Lewis' emphasis
is on the exploration of ideas. As such, this study ~ecomes a truly anthropological
product that is a model of "anthropological studies" envisioned for this series being
produced by the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
By means of a frontier model, Lewis sets out to understand more about the relationship
between past behavior and the material remains surviving in the archeological record at
Camden. The success of his effort is attributable to his unique perspective which is
oriented to viewing his specific challenge at Camden first from the world view, then from
the viewpoint of the processes of colonization, and finally to role of Camden itself.
WINDY RIDGE: A PREHISTORIC SITE IN THE
INTER-RIVERINE PIEDMONT IN SOIITH CAROLINA
by John H. House and Ronald W. Wogaman
(158pp.+xvi; 25 figs.; 8 tables - August 1978)
Windy Ridge is one of those basic upland or inter-riverine lithic scatter sites
that have been ignored by southeastern archeology and for the most part continue to be
underestimated and undervalued even in today's conceptually expanding framework of cultural resource management.

Windy Ridge, a multicomponent Archaic and Woodland site in the central Piedmont
of South Carolina, was excavated using a spatially dispersed sampling design. As
expected, this procedure resulted in the clarification of a number of culture-historically
discrete spatial manifestations. The authors analyze these spatial patterns in light of
their hypothesis that throughout the Holocene, Windy Ridge was used primarily as a
deer hunting camp.
House and Wogaman excavated the site, in part, to test the assumption that these
sites are not represented by spatially unorganized masses of lithic material that have
accumulated irregularly from the occupations of numerous groups over the millennia. Their
assumption is well born out in the results and provides empirical proof of our belief
that even the most ephemeral of these sites is loaded with behavioral and spatial
information. Such patterning is both recognized and explained by the models of site
formation explicitly provided by the authors.
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copies of "Palmetto Parapets"
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copies of "Camden:A Frontier Town"
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copies of "Windy Ridge"
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Make check payable to Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
Mail this form to: Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
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